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NOTE AND COMMENT.

WO men who should be well
known to most of our read-
ers have died since our last
issue. Of the one Mr. Street
the English architect, we
publish a portrait and life

in another volume. Of the other, an
American by adoption, whose por-
trait will be found on page 37,a more
direct editorial notice seems fitting.

Dr. J. W. Draper was born near
Liverpool, England, May 5, 1811.
His taste for scientific investiga-
tion was deveipped early, chemistry
being his favourite study. After

ait studying some time at the Lniver-
y of London, he followed his family to this country in

1833, and completed hie academic studios at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, graduating with honor in 1836.
one Of his scientific investigations having attracted at-

tention, he was called to a professorship in Hampden-
ydn.ey College, Virginia, where he stayed two. years

teaching chemistry, physiology, and natural philosophy.
lu 1839 he was called to the chair of chemistry and phy-
8iology in, the University of New York, with which
laatitution he has since been identified.

When the medical department of the University
8 organized Dr. Draper was chosen secretary, and in

, on the death of the firet president, Dr. Valentine
he succeeded to the presidency, filling that office
1873,when he retired to give his attention to

terary work and his academic classes in science.
aDotwithstanding the severe draught upon hie time

s trength demanded by his presidential and profes-
on'al duties, Dr. Draper found time to pursue the
entifc investigations 'which have gained him a place

am!long the great leaders of intellectual progress in all
age* Hie earlier studios in vegetable physiology were
ific y yoars in advance of those of the rest of the scien-tiac world. He led the way by twenty years into that
analveoue field of research opened up by spectrum
adan In his conception of the essential unity ofradiut n,,rgy he was a full generation ahead of the

physical investigators of Europe. As a philosophical
historian, traoing the influence of material progress, as
sociation and environment upon the natural develop-
ment of nations and races toward civilization and
rational thought, he was not less a leader av d a worthy
representative of the type of man toward which scienti-
fic civilization is making. Though in no respect what
is known as a popular writer, Dr. Draper probably
reached a wider range of active minds among all civil-
ized peoples than any other modern writer, his princi-
pal treatises having been translated into most if not
aIl of the leading languagos of the world, some of them
having been adopted as text books in the colleges of
all nations, notably his "Physiology" and " The Intel-
lectual Development of Europe.

Mn. Peterson has presented his report on the subject
of the new bridge over the St. Lawrence for the Atlantic
and North Western Railway. Three different routes
were reported on ; those crossing respectively, at Nun's
Island, Heron Island and opposite Lachine. In spite
of the slight advantages possessed by the easy connec-
tions with existing roads offered by the firet of these,
and the good foundation which the rock bottom oppo-
site Heron's Island affords, both these routes, Mr.
Peterson considers, will have to be abandoned in favor
of the third on the score of economy. The line
opposite Lachine is not only the shortest but it also
provides a more direct route to New York by ton miles
than by the Victoria Bridge; it is also a shorter route
for through traffic from the West to New York, St.
Johns, etc. Another advantage it possosses is that on
one side there is a high bank which does away with the
necessity of constructing an approach. It also has
the shortest waterway, the length being 3,418 feet. Mr.
Peterson proposes to bridge the river with ton spans of
300 feet, and one over the channel of 830 feet. The
borings have all displayed a solid rock foundation, and
in no place is there more than two feet of gravel over
the rock. The gkeatest depth of water is forty feet and
the greatest current seven miles an h4ur. , The spans
are made unusually large on acco#nt of the ice from
Lake St. Louis, and also with a view of interfering as
little as possible with the water way of the river. The
estimated cost is only $1,407,373, as against $2,946,186
and $2,176,435 for the Nun's Island and Heron Island
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routes respectively. Another advantage attending this
site is the close proximity to the Caughnawaga quarries,
where stone cau be obtained for the piers and the em-
bankments. Al the spans will be dock spans except
the middle or channel span, which will be thorough one.
The proposed bridge wili ba a double track one, and
constructed in the form of a double intersection truss
bridge.

THE ACADEMY OF LETTERS.
Several weeks ago the readers of the daily press

were somewhat astonished by the annoùncement that
an Academy of Letters " had been formed under the
patronage of the Governor-General." Particulars were
not wanting as to the officials of the new institution.
Dr. DAwsoN was the President, and various other
most worthy gentlemen occupied posts of honor at the
heads of the departments into which the new Academy
was divided. The names,. too, of a number of the
members of this learned body, some of them well
known, some who had hitherto concealed their literary
light under the journalistic bushel, were published
with all the dignity which should properly belong to
such an announcement.

It was somewhat of a relief to those amongst us
who viewed with a little suspicion such a very mush-
room growth as this would seem to be, to find that
eitEer the inventive genius of the reporter who was
responsible for the paragraph had led him into error,
or that the enthusiasm of the promoters of the scheme
had carried them away. The foundation of an Academy
will, we presume, require some overt act of the powers
that be. Whether Parliament is to be called upon to
pass a Bill for its creation, or whether the exercise of
the prerogative of the Governor-!Ieneral will suffice
to call it into being, it may be safely assumed that
something more than an informal meeting of a few
self-chosen litterateurs will be needed to bring the
scheme to that maturity, which according to the papers
it ias alreadv attained.

The real facts of the case, s,, far as they can be ascer-
tained, are briefly these: The Marouis of Lorne, it was
known, before his departure, had interested himself in
the scheme of which these are the fruits. At his sug-
gestion, a meeting of several persons interested in the
proposed Academy was to be called during his absence,
to discuss the feasibility of the plan, suggest the persons
best fitted in their opinion to form the new body, and
submit for his satisfaction on his return, the inform-
ation acquired on these and kindred branches of the
subject. This, thon, has been done ; this is, in facts
all that, could be done and it is the steps which the
Government, we presume we may say which the Mar-
quis will take, that alone have any interest for us
now.

It would be waste of time to enter now upon the dis-
cussion of the pros and coms of the Academy that. is
to be. For that it is to be is as certain as the most
reliable of Mr. VENNOR's .prophesies, to say the least
of it. Captious and disagreeable persons will point
to the complote failure of the Academy of Arts to fulfil
the bright promises with which it started. Still more
disagreeable persons-who have been left out of the
list-will be quite confident that the affair cannot
succeed without them; while-tell it not in Gath-

there are those who even doubt the ability of our
great Dominion to furnish twenty naines fit to inscribe
upon the Roll of Fane. The majority, however, will
wisely reflect that the Rubicon is past, and that as the
thing must be, it is well to make the best of it.

But one thing there is to do, and which it is imper-
ative upon the press to do thoroughly. The Governor-
General has-with all due respect-but a limited
knowledge of the literary talent of this country. He
will not unnaturally be inclined to accept the report
tendered him, the substance of which we have already,
and without more ado to adopt it in default of any
outside suggestions. It is the more incumbent upon
us thon to point out that the list of proposed mem-
bers, as we have it from the daily press, contains some
very serious omissions, which, if not corrected, will
bid fair to make the whole scheme ridiculous in the
eyes of the cognoscenti.

It were too invidious a task to criticize the names
that do appear individually. There are several which,
no doubt, are entitled to a place upon the roll of any
literary institution that may be given to the country.
Others may perhaps have talents of which we have never
heard, but which may be developed in the hot-bed of
Academy distinction. But so far as we can se, it is
only those who can speak for themselves who have been
hoard hitherto, and a word should be said in favour
of those retiring spirits who seek no distinction for
themselves, but who are doubly worthy of' it on that
account.

Where, for example,. is GEORGE MURRAY 's name i
A graceful writer, an able historian, withal a poet of
no little force and originality, he is a head and shoulders
above the little men who crowd, in before him. Where
again is the Abbé VERREAU I Buried at home in the
books he loves and knows so well, he asks, it is- true,
but to be left alone with them. He seeks no distinction;
but his name would do more honour to the Academy
than his title of Academician could bring to him.
If the new body is to be in any sense representative, it
is such men as these who nust grace its muster roll.

One other name has been left to the last, because .its
omission seems so extraordinary as to require special
comment. What are we to say of a meeting, which,
in selecting the literary talent of Canada, has forgott-n
the name of CHAUVEAU i Historian, novelist, poet,
the most notable man of letters probably that Canada
has produced-in a word, the doyen of French literature.
It is not too much to say that to constitute an Aca temy
of Letters and omit his name, will be to make the whole
affair ridiculous in the eyes of the world, or at least of
the literary portion of it.

There may be other names that should be mentioned,
but we forbear to press our opinions further. Fortu-
nately, the selection of the Academicians will not be
with us. It will be an invidious task at best, and one
which we do not envy the Governor-General, upon
whose shoulders probably whatever there may be -of
blame will rest. That the task will be performed con-
scientiously on his part we do not for an instant doubt.
We would only ask him not to'be guided blindfold
by the recommendations of any meeting, but to en-
deavour, if the Academy really is to be an honour to
him and to the country, to make it really a repre-
sentative of whatever of literary genius the country
does possess.
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THE MOST ECONOXICAL STEAM-ENGINE.
A notable trial of a remarkable steam-engine lias been made

recently by Mr. E. A. Cowper, the President of the Institution
of Mechanical Engineers, and, as really trustworthy records of
engine trials are scarce, it is worth while paying special atten-
tion to the resutts obtained in the case in question, more par-
ticularly so because they show an economy which lias rarely,
if ever, been equalled in a properly conducted trial. As every
one who has looked into the question knows, there is a very
large marigin for possible improvement, if we compare the
actual efficiency of a steam-engine (which, in that case, includes
boiler) with the absolutè value of the fuel in heat-units ; for the
best Cornish engines rarely utilize more than 14 or 15 per
cent. of the potential power of the coal,and it is clearly seen that,
under any circumstançes, so long as we employ heat to couvert
water into steam, there must, of necessity, be a loss of by far the
larger portion of the energy latent in the fuel. The loss is, in
fact, so great that it is tacitly ignored, and we compare steam-
engines by calculating the number of pounds of coal consumed
for each indicated horse-power. Not many years ago, and
where coal is cheap it is stil! the case, as many as seven pounds
were consumed to obtain one horse-power from the engine, and
it is no uncommonsthing-indeed it is too common-to find
engines that, nowadays, consume five and more pounds for
each indicated horse-power. Wheu the pumping-engines in
Cornwall were regularly tested, and it was shown what the
"duty" might be made, a filip was given to the pursuit of
economy ; but the era of steamships undoubtedly gave the
greatest stimulus to engineers, for owners speedily discovered
that if a vessel.had to carry more coals than were absolutely
necessary, there were not only the loss of the wasted fuel, but
a more serious loss on the contracted cargo spice. With the
introduction of higher pressures, compounding,-and the other
improvements which have been employed during the last thirty
years, the camsumption of coal has been steadily reduced, until
it now stands on the average of good examples of marine en-
gines at about two pounds per horse power. Cases are indeed
on record where one pound and a half has sufficed, but the state-
ments made have not the weight of those we are about to give,
which have clearly established the fact that for puiping pur-
poses the consumptioni of coal need not be much more than a
pound aind a hall for each indicated horse-power. The trial in
question was made with a couple ofcompound pumping engines,
erected at Ditton for the Lambeth Waterworks Company, by
Messrs. Sinpson, of Pimlico, the well-known makers of engines
adapted for the purposes of water companies. They are of the
rotative type, with beams and fly-wheels, the cylinder having'
a stroke of 5 feet 6 inches, and the pumps worked by rods at-
tached to.the beam4, a stroke of 4 feet. Each pair of cylinders
drives cranks placed at right angles on the ends of the fly-wheel
shaft, and each cylinder stands under its own beam, but the
special feature is the use of a receiver, consisting of a thin an-
nular space through which the steam passes from the high to
the low-presure cylînder. This annular space is surrounded
on both sides with steam at boiler pressure, and the engines
being placed at a higher elevation than the boilers, all water
drains back direct. The receiver is in fact what is known as Cow-
per's " bot pot," and is a simple and efficient method of carry-
ng out the well-known principle that it is cheaper to allow

steam to condense in jackets or heaters than in the cylinders ;
or in other words, that loss in the boiler is of no moment com-
pared to loss in the cylinder. The engines in question have
each a high-pressure cylinder 21 in. diameter, and a low pres-
sure of 36in., both steam-jacketed; sud at the time of the
trial they -were worked by steaum at an average pressure of
60 lb., supplied by three boilers 5ft. 6in. diameter, 27 ft. long
and having single flues of 3ft. in diameter, without tubes of
any kind. The grate surface is 17J sq. ft. in each hoiler, so
that there is nothing specially remarkable in the boilers them-
selves, wnich are perhaps not of a type best adopted to give a
very high evaporative duty. Further, the engines being used
only for pumping water to flow òn to the filterbeds, the height
of lft is smadl-only about 35 ft.-so that in two important
points the conditions are antagonistie to any* very high duty
being obtainied. In spite of these conditions, however, the
difference hetween the pump horse-power and the indicated
Power is a little more than 27 per cent., which incluies the
Work of the cold water and the air and feed pumps. The slip
of the pumps was carefully ascertained, and the quantity of
Water delivered, was found to be about 94 per cent. of the
theoretical capacity of the pumps; but not to make a long
story, we may assume every precaution was taken to insure a
Correct return, the coal and feed-water being carefully weighed

and measured to avoid all suspicion of "cooking." The indi-
cators used were two Richards and two, Darkes, and diagrams
were at first taken every quarter of au hour ; but as little or no
variation could be detected, they were subsequently taken at
intervals of half an hour. Injection condensers are used, and
the vacuum during the trial with a barometer averaging 30-26in.
was so good as to leave a back pressure of 1(lb. only in the low-
pressure cylinders. With the engines ruunuig steadily at 22
revolutions per minute, their usual rate, the total indicated
horse-power was 240, the coal used, iucluding ashes, 1-6 lb.
per I.H.P., and the total duty of 112 lb., 100,539,103 foot-
pounds. Higher duties than that have been rec-orded ; but,
considering'the accuracy of the trial of the Ditton enginas,
the result must be considered more trustworthy in their case
than in that of some of the Cornish pumping-engines. The
water fed into boilers per indicated horse-power amounted to
only 13.41b. per hour ; but as thejacket drains were in connec-
tion with the boiler, whatever heat was used up in the receiver
and the jackets was not measured as feed-water. The quan-
tity of water discharged from the jacket and receiver drains
was, however, measured during some other trials, and found
to be about 21b. per horse-power per hour, so that these
engines may be assumued to requird only 15ilb. of feed-water
for each indicated horse-power. The temperature of the feed
was 81 0 Fahr., and the water evaporated per pound of coal
was 8.347 gallons, a remarkable result from simple Cornish
boilers withont the assistance of Galloway tubes. The state
of the fires was carefully gauged at the beginning and end of
the 24 hours' trial, and the water in the boilers waseeft a little&
higher than at starting. Mr. Cowper says that the furnace
bars were not so good as they might have been, th>ugh it is
doubtful whether they could much improve the resuIt above
given if they were of the most excellent kind. In a trial of
about 8 hours' duration, made by the Company's engineer, 4
boilers were used, and a slightly higher duty was obtained than
th-at given above, so that Mr. Cowper's results may be taken as
representing the amount of work the engines can do, in the
ordinary way, wheu carefully tended. The question will
naturally be asked, " To what are these results to be attri-
buted ?"-and the simple answer must be, "To the manner iu
which the steam driving the pistons is followed throughout its
journey by steam from the boilers, for nearly every surface
with which it can come into contact is kept hot by steam at
the temperature due to the highest pressure in the cycle of
operations. The steam in passing through the high and low-
pressure cylinders is expauded fifteen times and necessarily
undergoes a good deal of sondensation ; being repeated in the
receiver, it is delivered dry to the low-pressure cylinder, and
there probably helps to produce the remarkable -results we have
recorded above. It is not unlikely that in this direction of re-
heating the steam on its passage from one cylinder to another
further advances towards greater economy may be effected, for
it is certain that without the " hot-pot" steam cannot be
expanded fifteen times with adrantage, It remains to say
that the results obtained with the Ditton engines are little
more than might have been expected from their makers, who
have constructed many sets of pumping-engines with somewhat
similar results, but with not quite so high a degree of economy,
and so undisputable a record. Indeed the fact that Mr. Cow.
per made the trial and returned such figures as he has done,
renders the experiment a notable one in the history of the
steam-engine.

BLAZE PIG IRON BREAKER.
No person who, during the last dozen yeais, bas attended

our great industrial fairs can have failed to see, fromi time to
time, a Blake atone crusher in operation, and no one who lias
seen them could fail to be struck with the enormous power of
even the smallest sizes. The quantity of work which they are
capable of breaking seems only limited by the amount of stone
of a proper size which can be fed into the jaws.

lRecently the company who manufacture them lias under-
taken to adapt the machine to au altogether novel use, namely,
the breaking up of pig iron into pieces suitable for fitting into
cupolas. Heretofore the breaking of pig iron has been done
either with a sledge hammer, the drop, or by throwing the
pig down upon a V-shaped anvil. In the case of the tougher
varieties of iron, this work is very severe and of necessity slow.
Some kinds of iron, indeed, are so tough that recourse must
be had to the use of the drop. Our engravings reoresent the
new pig-iron breaker, manufactured by the Blake Crusher Co.,
of New Haven, Conn. It is intended to break up pige into
lengths of from 7 to 8 inches. lu its form the machine is
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A bberm r hog wso knives. IRP be. G- nead.

PIG IRON BREAKER.

similar in many respects to an ordinary rock breaker standing
upon one end. The pig is fed on an incline or yielding drive,
furnished with rollers. It passes over a V-shaped knife to
an àdjustable stop on the end of thé sliding-head G. This
head is provided with two knives, equi-distant from the center
knife on which the pig in supported. 4a the head G descends,
the piece of pig extending from the center bearing, or knife,
out to the stop is broken off. Au it ascends the pig is thrust
forward, and another piece is broken from it by the subsequent
motion. The strain of the work is taken upon the two heavy
vertical roda seen in both the shaded and outline view of the
machine. The toggle-joint arrangement, precisely like
that upon the ordinary stone-breakers, is capable of
exerting enormous power. The product of the machine is
really limited only to the raptdity with which the pig can be
fed into it. Usually the machine can be run by a belt upon
the band wheel, shown behind the fly-*heerB. Two or three
horse-power only is required for the purpose. When necessary,
a smali steam engine can be attached, as shown in the right-
hand drawimg. One of these machines is being set up for the
Albany and Reusselaer Iron and Steel Co. At the present
time the pigs are broken into two pieces. Better results can

be obtained, in both copulas and steel works, by breaking
the pigs into smaller pieces, and thus securing a more intimate
mi:çture of the fuel, the fluxes and the iron.

All pig iron has more or lesu sand upon it, and beneath the
and there is a hard scale, whichl strongly resists the action of

the heat aud prevents melting. The clean ends of a broren
pig melt firet, and it is well-known that pieces of pig dropped
through the cupola only partly melted, show that the melting
began on the ends where clean iron was exposed to the heat.
Sometimes, indeed, pieces will be found that have melted oQt
for an inch or more, leaving the scale standing. On this
account it is always best to have the pig broken into as many
pieces as possible. Mr. Kirk even recommends that it be
broken into four pieces, but, owing to the difficulty of break-
ing, melters very frequently are satisfied with bre0king it once.
The machine which is described, by enabling the pig to be
broken intca great number of pieces, will facilitate meting,
by exposing more clean surface to the action of heat, and wil
greatly improve the quality and quantity of the produet. These
points should be carefully considered by foundrymen, among
\whom we anticipato this machine will have a large sale.-
Xecl Wcrker.
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THE EARLY DAYS OF BEBSEEI STEEL.
Under this title, the London Enqinwering of a recent date

gives a concise history of Sir Henry Bessemer'sstruggles,-which
resulted, as the world now well knows, in the pioduction of
malleable iron in a fluid state, which was cast into molds and
rolled into bars. It is the old story over again, and ever in-
teresting. When Mr. Bessemer, by the advice of Mr. G. Ren
nie, the President of the Mechanical Section of the British
Association, read, on the 13th of August, 1856, his paper on
" The Manufacture of Malleale Iron without Fuel," practical
men were prepared to treat the whole affair as a joke, and emi-
nent manufacturers of iron came to enjoy the fun and to ridicule
the author of the "absurd" proposition. But it was a case of
coming to scoff and remqining to pray. One iron master
offered to place his works at Mr. Bessemer's disposal for experi-
ments. Mr. James Nasmyth, who was preseut, in bis appre-
ciative enthúsiasm, held up at arm's length one of Mr.
Bessemer's samples, exclaiming: "Here's a true British
nugget !" This identical bar of iron," says our contemporary,
" is now before us; it was rolled, cut, piled and re-rolled at
Woolwich Arsenal, and fully proes the sounduess of the
principle on which the invention is based." The London
Times reprinted te paper the morning after it had been read,

and three days later a formal offer of $250,000 was made for
the Englisi patent, which was declined. A mnonth after the
appearance of the paper in the Times, $140,000 had been re-
ceived for licenses to use the invention in Great Britain alone.

Then came a reaction, trials hastilv made at various works
having ended in a fiasco. "A brilliant meteor has flitted
across the metallurgical horizon, dazzling all beholders for a
moment, only to die out and leave no trace behind." Although
this might be the general opinion, as voiced by one journal, it
was not quite that of Mr. Bessemer, who at once set to work.
At the end of three years, "steel of excellent quality was made
from molten pig iron in fifteen minutes, wholly without the
employment of skilled labor, or manipulation of any kind, and
without the employment of fuel."

Another illustration of the irony of life is found in the fact
that when Mr. Bessemer, having thus finally triumphed over
every difficulty, read lis second paper on " Iron and Steel"
before the Institute of Civil Engineers, on May 24th, 1869,
with the evidence of practical success before ail in various and
beautiful specimens, the nerits of the invention were stoutly
denied, and the process was ridiculed by members present.
Hostile critics were Mr. Bramwell, Mr. T. Brown, Mr. T. M.
Gladstone and Mr. Riley. The Sheffield steel-makers would
not give the process a trial ; and it was not until Mr. Besse.
mer determined to erect steel works at Sheffield and undersell
the steel maker in his own market, that the Bessener process
was introduced. lu Great Britain alone, the quantity of steel
produced in 1880 was a little over twenty times the entire pro-
duction of steel In that couhtry prior to the invention. A
remarkable fact, which will undoubtedly be mentally comment-
ed on by all thçughtful readers without any suggestions from
us, will be found in the filal statement of our authorit, that
for twenty-five years, owing to the clamor of interested or igno-
rant partisans, the original par has been excluded from the
Transactions of the Britial Àmociation.-Manufacturer and
Builder.

BOILER EXPLOSIONS IN 1881.
The number of boiler explosions in 1881 that have been of

sufficient importance to attract the attention of local press re-
porters is not as great by about half a dozen as was reported in
1880. But the number is quite sufficient, being 160 explosions,
by which 250 persons were killed or fatally injured and died
soon after from the effects of their injuri~es, while over 300
more were seriously but not fatally injured.

Of these explosions almostexactly thirty per centum were in
mills that use light and quick burning fuel, sawmills standing
far ahead of any of the class in number and disastrous results.
The class includes besides. sawnills, ail such as use the refuse
timber and shavings from wood cutting machinery, and should
also include such thrashing engine boilers as are fired with
straw. But it is not practicable to separate such for the pur-
pose of classification from others that use coal for fuel. It is
probable that one-third of all the steam boilers'that explode
with destructive violence are such as use flashy, quick burning
fuel. The furnace doors of such boilerî must be often opened,

asid in the case of green sawdust the draught rmust he strong,
so that when the furnace doors are opened a sudden chill of the
furnace plates is caused by the inrushing cold air. The' eff -et
cf the sudden cooling of parts of the hoileris to unduly c intret
and strain them, the coitraction bing resisted by those paris
that are not so suddenly cooled. In long cylinder flue boiler-,
externally fired with flashy fuel, the contraction of the bottom
of the shell is resisted hy the rigil internal flues. Then the
strain causes slight bending of the head flanges, if they h ve
pliable wrought iron heads ; or if havy unyielding cast iron
heads, then the strain caused hv the contraction of the lower
side of the shell is concentrated at the transverse seams, the
weakest of which will yield and begin to leak, or it will pull in
two between- the rivet holes, perhaps one-third the way round
the boiler before exploding.
The strains on the flanges of wrought iron heads from contrac-
tion of the bottom of the shell of this type of boiler, which
contraction is resisted by the rigid internai flues, causes hend-
ing at the angle of the flange, and the strained and yielding
line near the angle of the flaqge is at once attacke i hy the
boiler water. The slight imperceptible motion is sufficient to
crack off any lime scale that may have been deposited from the
water snd lay bare the disturbed molecules of the iron, and
they are acted on over a larger area than when undisturhPd,
and with only a small ares, that which lies in the general
surface of the plate, exposed to chemical action of the water.

The weak line becomes weaker with every recurrence of the
motion, and if the weak line is sufficiently lqng it may give
way suddenly on the whole weak line, wherr an explosion miay
occur immediately on the escape of the free steani which
presses on the higbly heated water.

Weaknesses caused from this or any one of the many causes o f
deterioration of boilers, are, however not necessary conditions
for an explosion, In fact it bas been often remarked, and with
propriety, " the stronger the boiler the greater the destruction."
But it is plain that the force must be greater than the resistince
to it when the boiler breaks open. It is only necessary to pre-
vent the escape of the heat. by radiation from the exterior
surface of a boiler and through all steam outlets, and to conti-
nue th - fire in the furnace at a temperatitre higher than that of
the boiler water in order to efflct a continued graduai increase
of heat and of pressure in the boiler. This may be done suffi.
ciently to accomplish the destructive explosion of the strongest
boiler by fastening down the safety valve, closing the steam
stop valves, and keeping up a moderate fire in the furace. It
is by the accidental arrangement of these conditions that
many, perhaps most, explosions of strong boilers that oconr
are brought about.

Lt is fair to conclude. that farmers and lumbermen who un
dertake to run their own steam boilers are more likely to make
the fatal mistake than almost any other class of steam user4.
Therefore we need not wonder that so large a proporti on as 33
per cent of boiler explosions are in saw and lumber mills.

Next in order of their nunibers and eff-cts come the explosions
in iron works of various kind-. Samething lesa than Il per
per centum of the exploded boilers were in this class of manu-
factories. The most notable explosions have been in rolling
mills and furnaces, but for convenience in classiflcation, boiler
shops, machine shops, and foundries are included in thia class.

The most important, however, and the most nmierous ex.
plosions in this class are iron manufactories proper, and it is
these that give this class its rtght to have this seioud place
in the order of classification, and to these the reader's attenion
is invited.

Most of the boilers used in iron works in this country are
externally fired, although there are a few of the English Ras-
trick and a few upright flue boilers still in use.

Of the externally fired varieties there are the plain cyliider,
the cylinder flue, the cylinder tubular, and the French double
cylinder boilers. In iron furnaces it is a common practice
to heat the boilers by means of the waste gases from the furnace,
and for this purpose the furnace top is closed with a cat iron
cover, and a large pipe is let into the side near the top, which
cooducts the gases to the chamber -beneath the boih.rs, when
sufficient air is sometimes admitted to complets the combustion
of the gases and heat the boilers.

The sulphurous vapours from the contents of the furnaces
are condensed by contact with the cool parts of the boilers,
and corrosion sometimes goes on very rapidly, especially near
the feed water inlet. Leaks occur, and the moisture froin
them increases the activity of the corrosive agents, and if not
repaired the plates are soon reduced to such a weak condition
that they give way. Now, if the break is of considerable ex-
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tent, giving way suddenly, an explosion may be the result. It
l a common saying among engineers that a weak boiler will
not explode, but will simply blow out at the weak place, and
relieve itself without breaking into fragments. It is true that
weak places of smallish area, and surrounded by rigid stays or
parts of full strength, often do blow out in this manner,
causing damage ànly to such objects or persons as happen to
be in range of the escaping stream of water at the moment ; .
but it is ilso true that if the weak place happens to be of such
extent and so located as to break with a snap and make a large
opening through which the free steam instantly escapes, the
explosion of the highly-heated water may break the boiler into
fragments more or less completely, according to the relative
quantity of water, its temperature, the form and location of
the initial opening, and the direction in which the escaping
water acts on the unsupported plates. But the conditions are
s0 various that it is the veriest quackery to predict a specific
set of results in any given case.

Puddling and reheating furnace boilers are often placed so
that the gas from the burning coal is driven first through the
reverb rating chamber, where the ore, the bloom, or the iron
pile, as the case may be, is placed to be heated ; thence urged by
a blast fan, it enters the chamber beneath the. boiler, or in
case of the upright flue boiler, it enters the flue or flues which
pass upward to tge stack.

If the intensely heated gases impinge directly on a limited
area 6f the boiler shell or flues in a concentrated blowpipe
stream, it is sometimes impossible for the iron to transmit the
heat to the water as rapidly as it is delivered by the blast on
the small area of the iron plate. The iron may thus become
weakened by being crystallized, and especially if a seam is
thus exposed ; because there the lap not only doubles the
thickness of the metal between the hot gases and the water,
bnt also there is less rapid transmission on account of im-
perfect contact of the plates, and of the rivet heads with the
Plates.

Sudden cooling of long externally heated boilers that are
lsufficiently or improperly supportel causes very severe
strains on the shells of iron works boilers. They are some.
times as much as twentv diameters in length, and when such
boile-rs have three or more supports the distortion caused by
the unequal heating sometimes throws the entire weight upon
the middle and end supports alternately as the boilers are
heated and cooled.

Overpressure, generally accidental, has, no doubt, contri-
huted a full quota to disastrous explosions of iron works in-
dicating to the unpractised or thoughtless attendants that
they are ready to take care of the steam in case the demand for
it is stopped by the sudden shutting down of the workq, are
not always capable o opening sufficiently to discharge the
flî volume that may be produced by an active fire. One

such safety valve is often expected to relieve three, four, or
half a dozen large boilers with steam outlets closed and heavy
fires burning. Then, if one of the lot has a sufficiently
extensive weakness, no %ne who knows and thinks about the
conditions would be astonished if the weak boiler should

aow up and break its nearest neighbor, which.in turn mightbreak the uext o ne if no sufficient masonry was there to, pre-vent it.
one case, eight boilers in a lot of ten, in a sawmill, are

?eported to have been blown to pieces in the past year. And
a few years ago nine boilers likewise exploded in an iron mak-
l1ng establishment in Ohio.

There is a prevailing idea among attendants of steam boilers,
more especially those in iron works, that no hoiler will explode
While there is sufficient water in it to prevent overheating of the
flee surfaces, and the idea is entertained by many intelligentIron masters, which is unfortunate, because they naturally
take less precautions in keepmng a full supply of water, perhaps
the colder when pumped in the better.

It tilroad Lbcomotives usually stand ne ir the head of the list,generally in fhe third place, but this year only about seven
per centum of the explosions htave been locomotives; thirteen
only have been reported, and the same number stand againststeamer

Portable engine boilers, hoisters, pile drivers, and thrashing
n 5s stand third in this year's classification, which is not

surprising in view of the extended introduction of agriculturaland thrashing engines.
lin dietilleries, breweries, soap and candle works, and the

lik1p there have been eleven boiler explosions.
Stea heating and drying and in dwellings there have
Seven cases ofdisaster.

In bleacheries, dyeing, digesting, and other works where
steam and water are used in vessels renote from the generator,
there have been six cases of destructive explosions. There
have been during the past ten years as many as thirty-five or
forty of this class of explosions. This fact, if known and
understdod by those who believe in explosions from low water
alone, ought to shake their faith in their own creed since there
can be no such thing as overheating of plates about a steam
chamber remote from the generator and heated only through
a small steam pipe. These cases are in all respects similar to
those of .steam generators. They burst and fly in a similar
way, the destruction usually cnrresponding to the amount of
the contained water and its temperature, the same as in a
generating vessel that is exposed to the fire. It is not proba-
ble, however, that so great a percentage of this class go to
þieces as is found among generators, because they are not ex-
posed to so many deteriorating influences as regular steam
boilers are. There have been enough, however, to fully estab.
lish the fact that it not necessary that a boiler should be
empty or partly so in order to produce a destructive explosion.

la the ninth item in this classification, viz., paper mills,
flour mills, grist mills, and grain elevators, there have been
five explosions.

In the tenth-cotton, woolen, and knitting mills-four; in
mines,oil wells, etc., three ; while there Lave been -nineteen
explosions in other mills and works not characterized in the
press reports.

RECAPITULATION.

Explosions in.1881.
(1) Sawing, planfing, and woodworking mills.......... 48
(2) Iron works.......................................... . 17
(3) Portables, thrashers, hoisters, etc................... 15
(4) Steamers, tugboats, etc................................ 13
(5) Locom otives........................... ................ 13
(6) Distilleries, breweries, soap works.................... 11
(7) Dwelling, steain heating and drying.................... 7
(8) Bleaching, boiling, digesting and dyeing........ ..... 6
(9) Grist, flour, and paper mill, and grain. elevators. ..... 5

(10) Cotton, woolen, and knitting milis and factories...... 4
(11) Mines, oil wells, and works............................ 3
(12) Mill and works not classified and those.not character-

ized .................. ....................... 18

160
Numuber of persons killed.................................. 250
Number of persons injured.................................. 328

LEFT-HANDED GENEROSITY.

A year or two ago a Scotch firn of shipbuilders established
what was widely noticed at the tinie as a "generous" scheme
of awards to workmen in their employ who should invent or
introduce any new machine or haud tool, or improve any exist-
ing tool, or make any other change of mueans or methods calcu-
lated to improve or cheapen the work of their shipyard. The
policy was good, though, if our memory serves, it was charac-
terized by shrew.dness rather than generosity, since the grant.
ing of the award was conditioned upon the surrender by the
inventor to the company of the right to use the new invention
without further charge. The plan seens to have worked well
for the company, who "have been encouraged to amend the
scheme" in two important particulars. They now announce
that should an invention or improvement be worthy of a greater
reward than the sun ($50) originîally fixed, the firm will either
grant a higher sum, or, should the invention be considered
worthy of being protected by patent, pay the inventor $50 and
assist him pecuniarily in disposing of his patent or in com-
pleting it, at the same time reserving to the firm the right of
using such invention theiselves free from the payment of any
royalty for patent rights.

These offers still keep vell githin the bounds of prudence,
and indicate a sharp ou'tlook for the main chance. The firni
enjoy in consequence the pleasures of being generally lau led
for generosity. We shall not be surprised if they discover in
time that it will pay them to still further encourage the inven.
tive faculty and habit among their workmen, if not by assist-
ing them to take out patents for their inventions, at least with-
out reserving any right of use without payment of royalty.
Assistance so rendered might fairly be accredited to generosity ;
and yet, from a strictly selfish point of view, the generosity
would pay handsonely, for the habit of constantly seeking
better and more economical methods of working could not fail
to make any workman more valuable to his employer, even if
it did not lead him to invent anything worth-patenting.
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EXHIBITION OF TE SAWYER ELECTRIC LIGHT.

THE SAWYEB ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The practical working of the Sawyer system of electrie light.

ing was recently exhibited to a few gentlemen in an ordinary
uP-town residence on West 54th street, in this city. Seven
lamps were distributed at convenient points-one in the rear
of the hall, one upon the center-table as a drop light in the
front parlor, two upon a double arm gas fixture of the ordinary
pattern in the front parlor, and three in the rear. It is stated
that the seven lamps are operated upon one electrical circuit,
supplied by a single generator transferring four horse power.
The current travels about 1,600 feet through conductors liaving
a diameteý of a quarter of an inch.

b The lamp, based upon the incandescence of a pencil of car-
on imersed in nitrogen gas, is in no way different in princi-

Ple froma the Bouliguine or the old Sawyer-Mann lamp exhibited
!orme years ago. The pencil is contained within a globe two
lches in diameter and ten inches high, sealed at the bottom

by Imeans of a cement, which, while adhering perfectly to the
glaa and metal, is sufficiently elastic to compensate for the un-

pal xansion of the two. It softens only at a temperature
0f5000 Fah. The globe& are charged by the process invented
nore time ago by Thoma B. Stillman, which is so simple in

r 8 details and so rapidly operated that a single workman canprepa.e fifty lamps per hour at a cost of about thirty cents, in
a a manner that, according to Stillman's calculation, the

ont Of atmospheric air remaining is only an infinitely small
frcinof the normal quantity.

TE Nzw SAWYER LAmP.

The large engraving on this page illustrates the manner of
filling the lampa with nitrogen gas. Several lampa are placed
upon a stand and connected one with the other, so that the gas
that fills the last lamp in the series must pass through all of the
others. In this manner the gas is made to do double duty.
The nitrogen gas is generated by a process which is net made
public. It is stored in gas bag, and when required for use it
is forced through the purifying and drying tubes, A, sodium,
B, and bottle, C, whence it is conducted by a flexible tube to
the series of lampe on the table, D. The last lamp in the series
is provided with a flexible tube dipping in water in the jar, E,
to prevent the re-entrance of air to the lamps when the flow of
nitrogen is shut off.

The sodium furnace, B, contains a wrought iron tube partly
filled with melted sodium, through w.hich the nitrogen is forced
to remove traces of oxygen. The bottle, C, is simply filled
with fiber to prevent amall particles of sodium oxide from
reaching the lampe. The cost of the nitrogen isstated at eight-
tenths of one cent, and that of its purification as one and one-
fifth cents ; the total cost of recharging a lamp, when the
nitrogen is exhausted or becomes mixed with air, being, in.
clusive of the wages of the workman, two and three-fifths cents,
against a cost of seventy cents for the proces usually employed.
The carbon pencil, seven inches in length and about three
thirty-seconds of an inch in diameter, is fed upward as
fast as disintegration takes place at the point of contact, by
means of a regulator, which will be substituted by an automa-
tic feeder as soon as the arrangement can be perfected. Mr.
Sawyer says that one of these pencils, used for five hours a
day, will last at a minimum calculation from hie experiments,
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not less than ninety days, and, at a maximum, for two ye-ars.
The cost of the pencil is a trifle ]ess than two cents, and the
cost of replacing and recharging with nitrogen nine and three-
flfths cents. The bag of sodium and the large spiral conduc-
tors at the base of the carbon, which were distinguishing f-a-
tures of the Sawyer.Mann lamp exhibited about a year ago at
No. 94 Walker street, have been discarded. Two small steel
rods take the place of the lat ter. The globe, which is net un-
like the chimney of an ordinary kerosene lamp in general
appearance, is embedded in a nickel plated base, which may
be highly ornameuted or net according te the taste or means of
the user.

Photometric tests, it is said, have been made with a Sugg
photometer, such as is used by the gas companies for the same
purpose, and each light was regiatered as equal te twenty seven
and five-tentha standard and es, or a little more than twice
the value of a five-foot gas burner, which usually registers from
ten to twelve standard candles.

Mr»Sawyer claims that his system of distribution is entirely
novel and original, but declines for the present te give a de-
scription of it, his patents net having been as yet secured.
The regulator, we are told, is based upon the plan used by the
old Berlin house of Siemens Brothers, by which only such a
volume of current is supplied as is necessary te overcome the
resi4tance. The light is readily toned down td a glimmer by
turning a button in the wall. In its optical properties this
light is much like gas. It is yellow, steady, and soft, and con-
sequently net irritating te the eye. It bas none of the blue
raya incident te the voltaic are arrangement, and the shadow
cast by intervening objecta is softened and mellowed at the
margin. Eor practical purposes it is intended that the power
of each lamp shall net exceed that of two ordinary gas jets.

The relative economy of this system of lightiug we are unablé
to learn. "Approximate estimates" of cost make it mauch
cheaper than gas ; but in the absence of specifie data for exact
calculation, such estimates de net go far te satisfy the popultar
mind.-icientifc American.

EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY ON TKE
TELUPRONE.

Of late several European observers appe r te have been study-
ing the effects of certain meteorological phenomena on the
telephone, the latter being coünected with a wire stretched,
for instance, between the roofs of two bouses, and in connec-
tien with the water or gas pipes. On the occurence of lightî ing,
more especially, sounds are heard, and at the same instant
(accurding te M. Rene Thury, of Geneva) as the flash is seen,
whatever the distance of the latter. Even hen no -thunder
ws heard, and the discharge miust have been at leuat 35 km.
off, M. Thury observed those induction effects. lik says the
sound is like that-of a Swedish match rubbed on the box. The
telephone affords an easy method of studying. the velocity of
transmission atd other features of this electrical influence. M
Lalagade, who has experimented similarly for some time past,
thought te amplify the sounds, and did se by placing two mi-
crophones on the plate of the receiving telephone. The
arrangement is set up in a quiet réom, where all foreigu vibra,
ions are guarded against, and the author is able te hear the
least sound at a distance of one meter or more from the second
telephone.

Again, M. Landerer, at Tortosa, finds currents produced in
his telephone-circuit by atmospheric electricity in three differ-
ent ways. First, the condensation of aqueous vaper resulti in
a sound recalling the cry of tin. A senaitive galvanometer in
the circuit is net, or hardly, affected. These sounds are
strongest at night. Next, there are the sounds whieh occur
durinig lightning (and the currentsproducing which affect a gal-
vanometer considerably). Thirdly the wind generates currents
which do not act on the telephone, but act on the galvanome-
ter strongly. At Tortosa, the very dry west winds produce
the greatest oscillations. Tulluric or earth rurrents, aet both
on the galv.Moumeter and on the telephoee ; they are distin-
guished fiom atmospheric currents by the regularity and con-
tinuity of their action during prtty long intervals.

THE attention of the Berlin Chemical Soeiety has been
called by Herron Loew and B'korny te the discovery made by
tha that living organie cella easily reduce dilute solution of
silver, whereas dead cellt produce no change. It is stated that
in whati-ver way the cella of alg<e were killed the reaction on
the silver salta ceased with the life of the cells.

THE MATERIAL8 OF PALEONTOLOGY.

Although paleontology is a comparatively youthful scientific
specialty, the mass of materials with whieh it has to deal is
already prodigions. In the lat fifty years the number of
knnwn fossil remains ofinvertebrated animals has been trebled
or quadrupled. The work of interpretation of vertebrate fogsils,
the foundations of which were so solidly laid by Cuvier, was
carijed Qn* with wondeiful vigor and success by Agassiz in
Switzerland, by Von Meyer in Germany,-and last, but not
least, by Owen in this country, while, in later years, a multi-
tude of workers have labored in the same field. In many
groups of the animal kingdom the number of fossil forma al-
ready known is as great as that of the existing species. In
some cases it is much greater; and there are entire orders of
animals of which we should know nothing except for the evi-
dence afforded by fossil remains. With all this it may be
safely assumed that, at the present moment, we are not ac-
quainted with a tithe of the fossils irhich will sooner or later
be disceovered. If we may judge by the profusion yielded
within the last few years by the Tertiary formations of North
America, therè seems to be no limit to the multitude of mam-
malian remains to be expected from that continent, and anal.
ogy leada us to expect similar riches in Eastern Asia whenever
the Tertiary formations of that region are as, carefully ex.
plored. Igain, we have as yet almost everything tu learu
respecting the terrestrial populatio'n of the Mesosoic epoch.-
and it seems as if the Western Tetritories of the United States
were about te prove as instructive in regard! to this point as
they.have in respect of Tertiary life. My friehd Prof. Marsh
informa me, that, within two years, remains of more than 160
distinct individu das of mammals, belonging to twenty species
and nine genera, have been foun d in a.space net larger than the
loor of a good-sized room ; while beds of the same age have
yielded 800 reptiles, varying in size from a length of 60 or 80
It. to the dimWensions of a rabbit.

The task whicl I have set myself to-night i to endeavor to
lay before yeu, as hriefly as possible, à sketch of the succes-
sive steps by which our present knowledge of the facts of
paleontology and of those conclusions from them which are in-
disputable has been attained ; and I beg leave to remind you
at the outset that, in attempting to sketch the progress of a
branch of knowledge to which innumerable labors have cmn-
tributed, my business is rather with generalizations than with
details. It is my object te mark the epoohs of paleontôlogy,
net to recount all the events of its history.-Pato. T. H. Hux.
LEY, ii Popular Science Monthly.

AXALGAMS.
Opinion is still divided with regard te the nature of amal-

gams, same considering them to be isomorphons mechanical mix-
tures, others, true chemical compounds. The former view de-
rives support from those cases in which amalgamation is as-
sociated with an absor1'tion (of heat, as in the solution of a salt
or in dilution of a solution ; the latter is supported by the fact
that many amalgams are formed with a strong develupment of
heat. A contribution to the subject has been lately made by
Ilerren Merz and Weith, in the Berlin Chemical Society.
These chemists have investigated wh tther, with regular heat.
ing, amalgama part with their mercury continuoasly or in dis-
tinct gradations.

The experiments consisted in placing the amalgam in a
porcelain dish twithin a glass tube, contracted below, and en.
closed in a second tube, having a bulb at its lower end. This
bulb of the outer tube contained the substance of the vapeur
bath (sulphur, nercury,or diphenylamine.) To guatd the
amalgam from air, a lively current of an indifferent gis was
passed through the interior tube while the experiment lasted.
The amalgams used, which were always directly produced by
known methods, contained on au average, 60 to 80, percent.
ni mercury. This heating w ls continued, wherever *possible,
until after several heurs nu decrease of weight (or hardly any)
was perceptible. Tuere were examined golsl, silver, copper,
had, tin, bismuth, zinc, cidminium, sodium and potassium
amalgams. 'The results for the first eight are very briefly com-
maunicated, those for the last two, whose easy oxidability re-
quiied special precautions, more fully. In thecase of these
aikali amalgama, the authors also sought to determine the
melting points, but, for certain ressens, very accurate resulta
were net reached. In general, the melting points of the amal-
gams rise at first very quickly with the proportion of alkali-
metal, then gradually fal. It was thus observed, that when
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mercury is heated nuder paraffin to 2500, and then some
sodium is added in portions, the whole mass solidifies with 4
to 5 per cent. of sodium ; but with further addition of some
Percentages the mass fuses completely.

The resuits of their investigation are summed up by the
authors as follows :-A snrvey of the results described shyows
for a series of analgams, that even with moderate heating they
do not furnish determinate compounds.

The amalgama of gold, silver, copper, bismuth, lead, tin,
zinc, and cadmium lose their mercury entirely, or nearly so,
even at or under the boiling temperature of mercury. Where
no mercury remained, the cause is to be sopght rather in a
mechanical exclusion, than in a chemical action. . But, on
the other hand, the easy decomposability of these amalgams
evidently offers no proof that there are. no chemical com.
pounds in them.

For the rest, if we consider the great variability of amal-
gans, together with the fact that, in squeezing the so-called
iuercury solutions of metals, these latter do not remain b.
hind, but certain mercury compounds, the view acquires the
greatest probability, that at least very many amalgams may
be, indeed, mo}ecular combinations, but in fixed relations.

Most pronounced does chemism appear to be in the amal-
game of potassium and sodium. They lose théir mercury ex-
tremely slowly, even at the boiling-point of sulphur, as also
in a gas current, and so in circunstances highly favourable
to removal of mere mixed substances. The remarkable rela--
tions, too, as regards the nelting- oint, seem ta speak for
the presence of ttue chemical compoun<ls. Probably these
amalgama, at a comparatively low, as well as at a high tem-
Perature, consis, of different compounds, noue of which, how-
ever, have a durable existence, and therefore recurrent, fixed
relations of composition are not to be met with. Alkali-metal
amalgams of fixed composition would probably be obtained no
production of larger quantities of amalgam ; perhaps also by
heating considerably above the boiling temperature of mercury

Tnz MOToR OF THE FUTURE.-In the opinion of most of the
scientists of Great Britain, electricity is to take the place of
steam in driving machinery and moving cars, and is to be
generated by the action of tides, winds, and falling water.
They predict that wind power will be utilized to a greater ex-
teUt than any persons in a previous age ever believed it would.
eind will generate electricity for môving machinery, for light.
ing streets, and warming dwellings in Ireland, Belgium,
Denmark and other countries where there are few streams that
afford water power. The movement of tides will produce the
saime effects in most couitries that have an extensive sea coast,
while the fall of water in rivers and streans will generate
electricity in all mountain regions. The great lectrical exhibi.
tion at Paris did muceh to drw attention to what is called the
rOtor power of the future. A picture called " The Queen of
the Xineteenth Century" hangs in many of the shop windows.
It is a female figure surrounded with a halo, and emittinq raya
of light from the hande, which are raised as if to enable the
b aixg to fly. The light gives the hands the appearance of
Wiges The artist iaan enthusiast, and ia regarded by many

a 4 prophet. We all hope that his fair predictions will be
realized. The steam engine is a good thing, but we are ready
for something better. It has done so well that till recently
et itific men and inventors have not troubled themselves to
rae somuethingbetter.

N 1'orth Germany, and especially in the provinces of Han-
r and Brunswiei, peat lias been worked to a considerable

etAit lately into a product suitable for littering (stables, &c.)
This "ýpeat-straw" (Torfstreu) is in fibrous pieces of nut size,
n t earthy or dusty, but very absorbent of water. It takes up
4e lnch as 860 per cent., or nine times its weight, where9s
'oWdust absorba ouly 386 per cent. By reason of its great ab-
mitent power for odorous substances, éspecially ammonia and

eatonate of ammonia, it is well adapted for stables and water-
eIsets. By keeping the air pure, it favours the health of

attln, Sud les of it is required than of straw, &c. A Hanover
eilunring paper reports experiments with it in the water-
Closts 0f a school; the results of which were very satisfactory.

n&baDdful is thrown into 'the closet each time. On clearing
Ont the closet, the contents, it is stated, were cotiveyed in a
'ýtn 8long the stre.ts by day, without any one noticing any

spleaaant smell ; (German noses are not, we know, too sensi-
Dr. Hoppe says 1 cwt. of the material serves for 9 cwt.

afstuff. The wholesale price, i about la. 6d. per ewt.

AN ELECTRIC ELEVATOR

Of the numerous applications of electricity, which of late
have multiplied with astonishing rapidity. not the least inter.
esting and novel iq its employment as the motive power for
elevators ; and to judge from the success that has attended the
first efforts of inventors in this direction, it is highly probable
that this application of the agent may develop in time into
considerable importance.

T1e first elevator actuated by electricity ever placed in actual
service, was constructed, it is claimed, by the celebrated
makers of electrical appliauces and machinery-Mesré. Sie-
mens and Halske, of Berlin. It was built for a lookout, some
60 feet high, at the Industrial Exhibifion in Manheim, Ger.
many, during the early part of last year. .This elevator
was found to answer its intended purpose very satisfactorily,
and was in operation throughout the entire progress of the
exhibition, ùuring which it safely transported 8,000 persons
tp and down.

The application of electricity for this special service bas so
much of mechanical interest attached to it, that we deem it of
sufficient importance to warrant a detailed description. The
apparatus here spoken of is represented in the accompanyirg
engravings, in which Fig. 1 represents the mechanism of the
electric elerator, Fig. 2 the carriage, and Fig. 3 the elevator at
the top of the lift.

Referring to the mechanism (Fig. 1), we may introduce its
description by explaining that it differs essentially from that
of other elevators in the fact, that, while the cars of the Âsual
constructions are raised ånd lowered by means of ropes or cables
passina over pulleys, or by telescopic tubes, the car of the elec-
tric elevator ascends or descends by the movement of two
pinions which engage with the rack or ladder L. The latter is
made of corrugated sheet -teel, and is securely fastened at both
ends to strong beams. The car is furrished with an upright
cylinder or tube, through which the rack passes, and which
bas also a pair of guide rolls at botb extremities. Tho car is
suspended from ropes D, passing over two pulleys above the
highest point of the lift, aud balanced by adjustable counter-
weights, as is usually the case.

The motive power is placed entirely beneath the platform of
the car and enclosed in a box H, Fig. 1. It consista subsran-
tially of the electric motor-M, carrying on the lower extremity
of its shaft the worm S. This engages with two iàLermeshing
pinions, on the shafts of which are placed two gear wheels R R
(one of which is visible in the cut),, which engages with ,the
teeth of the rack L on opposite aides of the saine. 'A dynamo-
electric machine at the engine house supplies the power for
actuating the electric motor M, the electric connections'being
formed on one aide by the rack L, and on the other by the
suspension cables D. A hand lever, controlled by the operator
serves to thrtw the current on or off, and thus raise, lower or
stop the carriage. The current is automatically thrown off
when the car arrives at the top or bottomof its run.

The elevatör is claimed to realize very full# the conditions of
safety. Should a rope break, the result would simply be the
stoppage of the car, as the pitch of the worta wheel is no small
as to present great resistance to its inovement in the opposite
direction ; while, on the other hand, the balance weights would
preveut the car from sudden descent should the rack or toothed
wheels giveway.

The construction is worthy of attention by our mechanical
readers, as representing an iriteresting and novel application of
electricity.-Manufacturer and Builder.

THE ANTREACITE FR0DUCT O? 1881.

The official report of the anthiacite tonnage of the Penn-
sylvania railroads for the past year shows a traffic of 28,500,016
tons, an increase of 5,062,774 tons as compared with the pre.
vions year. Of this amount the Pliiladelphia and Reading
Rilroad carried 6,i40,823 tons, the Lehigh Valley Railroad
5,721,869 tons, the Central Railroad of New Jersey 4,085,423
tons, the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad 4,388,
968 tons, the Delaware and Hudson Canal Company 3,211,
496 tons, the Pennsylvania Railroad 2,211,363 tons, the Penu.
sylvania Coal Company, 1,475,385 tous, the New York, Lake
Erie and Western Railroad 465,230 tons. Of the total pro-
duction, 48-96 per cent was from the Wyoming region. 18.58
per cent fronmthe Lehigh region, aird 32 46 per cent from' the
Schuylkill region. The stock of coal on hand at tide water
shippiug points was 497,024 tons.

Feruaryi1sÉ
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· Erade Industries.
IMPROVED 1CE MACHIZE.

We give an engraving of a new machine for manufacturing ice
on a commercial scale, which possesses many points of novelty
and interest. It is the invention of Mr. D. L. Holden, of
Philadelphia, the well-known inventor of ice machinery. The
cooling agent employed in this machine is ammonia, which is
manipulated in nuch the sanme way as is usual in thisclass of
machines; but there are several improvements on pumpse
valves, etc., which add greatly to the perfection and efficiency
of the machine.

The freezing, as will be observed byreference to the engravjÎng,
takes place in a chamber A, thoroughly protected againstex-
ternal heat and provided with a hollow central shaft, D,
arranged to receive the non-cougealable liquid from above and
the water to be frozen fron below. t

Around this central shaft, and some distance from it, tfere
are two concentric metal walls, C, resting in a circular trough,
F, for receiving the non-congealable liquid, and in the center
of the space between the plates, C, there are vertical pipes, V,
in which the liqiid ammonia is expanded into gaLs. Above
these pipes, and in communication with the upper portion of
the hollow central shaft by a pipe, H, there are two roze nozzles
which reqeive a supply of the non congealable liquid from the
tiough, F, through the pipes, G, I, the circulation being main-
tained by the pump, 0.

The water to be frozen is forced by a pump, P, through the
lower portion of the shaft, D, and through the nozzles carried
by the tubular arm, G. The water i directed in a strean
against the circular wall plates, C, upon which it freez-s and
forma the foundation of the solid coating of ice that gradually
forms within and outaide of the walls, C.

When the cylinders of ice have acquired the desired thick-
ness they are sawed up into rinrs by the circular saws which
are carried by the shafts, i i ; one set of saws being arranged
for the inner cylinder of ice and another set for the outer
cylinder

The ice is loosened from the circulaý walls by temporarily
elevatiug the temperature of the non-cougealable liquid suffi-
çiently to detach it. The ice is then ont into cubes and dis-
oharged through chutes in the bottom of the chamber.

li starting the machine the aqua ammonia is warmed in the
still, Wl, and drawn through the dehydrator, W2, and drier,
W3, by the pump, R, and forced through the cooling coils, L,
where it is condensed, and from which it is conveyed to the
reservoir, Q, in a liquid form.

After this reservoir is once filled the valves of the pipes
leading to the pumps are changed so that the cycle is frou the
pipes, V, in which the liquid ammonia is expanded into gas, to
the pump, thence to the coolers, L, thence back to the reser-
voir, Q.

This machine is continuous in its action and easy to manage.
The engines and pampa used in this machine are duplex,

and so arranged that either pump or engine cat be stopped and
the other continue to work. The pump pistons are converted
into valves, and are as automatic as a slide valve. This is an
important feature that wilf be appreciated by users of pneuma-
tic pumps. The improvement -in valves, connections, etc., is
of great value, making them, as we are informed, absolutely
ammonia tight.

Perhaps the greatest improvement is the method by which
the water is frozen, insuring perfect clearnes and great rapidity
in,making theice. The uncongealable 'luid performs a double
function : first, it conducts the heat fron the water to be frozen
through the iron plates; it refrigerate the room down to a
low degree of temperature, and by this mneans causes surface
freezing, thus permitting of freezing ice welve inches thick in
twenty-four hours, whereas by the old system of conduction
alone it required from six to eight days.

The water flows' in a streamt upon the freezing surface in
sufficient quantities to allow a surplus to run down ad fall in
the tank or pan beneath, washing off all air bubbles and other
foreign substance, leaving the ice perfectly transparent and as
hard as Kennebec ice.-Scientifc American.

TE 8AWILL CHANGES OF TEE CENTURY.
Among tLe inost marvelous of the nany wonderful things

which distinguish the United States from other nations, are
the results which have grown out of the possessions of im-

menue foreste of valuable timber, in stinmulating inventive
genius to the preparation of an article of building material so
cheap as to enable the poorest to have a comnfortable home,'
while at the same time so excellent in character as to be not
only suited, but indispensable, to the working classes. Those
more readily accessible regions, of the continent which pos-
sesed these forest growths in the greatest abundance were
amnong the first to receive large accessions to their popula-
tion, drawn together at these centers which presented the
easiest accesa to cheap building material, not less than for
their personal safety from a savage foe. It was not until the
demand for lumber far exceeded the ability of the " greatest"
mille of half a century ago to supply, leading the manufac-
*turers to feel the need of a more extended system of produc-
tion, that the star of empire made any progress westward,
or it became a po4sibility to settle upon the prairies of the
West, or to develop the mineral resources which have already
shown our nation to be the peer of, if it does not excel, all
others in the extent of its possessions. To possess is to need.
And the cheap building material which the cheap mills of
the days long gone by enabled a scanty population to utilize,
stimulated a more extended immigration, %ith its increased
needs, as well as a higher order of inentive genius to in-
etease the supply.

The mills of the olden time were, first, the windmill, with
its uncertain power, scarce exceeding that of the men whd
ran the pit saws which were then in a meSaure superseded,
and whose indignation at -the effort to lessen their manual
labor caused them to mob the owner and tear down his ma-
chinery. Second, the adaption of a current water-wheel
of scarcely greater power, if more reliable, run by the natu-
rai current of a small stream. Next came the simple flutter-
wheel, to impart motion to which required the building of
dame to hold large hodieg of water, which should at ail times
be available. But for larle operations the flutter-wheel was
found to possess too little power, and the overshot or under-
shot wheel became a necessity, to be superseded later by the
adaptation of turbine-wheels, now so much in favor with
mill owners who control water power. For the first fifty
years of our national growth, as well as during the preced-
ing portion of the world's history, noue of the mills were
equipped with anything more than a single upright saw
working in a gate, and when another saw was added, as the
inceptive idea of the gang, which quickly succeeded with its
large number of s:aws, words could scarcely express the as-
tonishment of all who saw the working of the bold innova.
tion.

Up to this time, ail the lumber which was manufactured
iad been edged upon the top of the log after it was turned
down ; an auxiliary saw was not thought of, for the buzz
saw, just beginuing to be used, was considered a most dan.
gerous piece of machinery. But the increased manufacture
growing out of an increase in the power and an increase
in the number of saws, led to the introduction of the small
circular>or " buzz" saw, which was at once found to nearly
double the capacity of the mill. It is needless fer us to
enlarge upon the introduction of steam power in the saw. mill,
or to follow the original idea of an engine, 6 x 8 inches,
attached to the lower end of the pitman or saw gate, through
its successive stages of devellqpment and enlargement to the
present time, when the Corliss, or Estes, orother well known
engines, of a power from ten to one hundred times greater
capacity than was the original device, are by the thousand
in number engaged in turning out lumber, exch in one season
aggregating a greater manufacture than were ail the sawmills
of the country combined at a period scarcely fifty years in
the past.

The old zate saw was superseded b' the mulay, with a
reduction of friction equal to thirty or fifty per cent increase
in cutting capacity. The mulay gave way to the circular,
and with its introduction may be dated the commencement
of an ers which has been prolifie of innovation, improve-
ment, and advantage to the sawmill world. As thýeus of
the circular became better underatood, and men became expert
in so dressing it as to make true lines and smooth surfaces,
they found themselves able to produce more lumber in the
rough than they could properly edge and prepare for market.
The old edging-table could not keep up with~ the eut of the
saw. This was remedied by the introduction of gang edgers,
which no mill doing any considerable business ceuld now
dispense with. Now the work of the main-saw could be safely
increased, for the gang-or, as it was at first known, " double"
-edger was abundantly able to keep pace with it, and while
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at first a capacity equal to 1,000 feet per hour was doubt-
fully claimed, later developments have shown in not a few
Instances an entire season's work at the rate of 6,000 feet per
hour.

This increase in capacity called for a more speedy method
of handling the logs on the carriage, and the lumber as it
left the saw, and a multitude of inventive nminds were con-
centrated on mill dogs, which should succes4fully take the
place of the lever and pike, driven by a mallet, and the
modern sawmill could not now be operated with the original
method of dogging the log. The "nigger," for turning the
log on the carriage, as well as rolling it on the skids, lhas
supersed the cant-hook and muscular power formerly relied
upon, while the lumber, as it leaves the satv, drops upon
a system of live rollers, which does the work to much botter
advantage than it was formerly accomplished by a hard
worked " off-b arer," who could not in these days by any
Possibility keep up with the work which would crowl upon
him.

Plenty of lumber, cheaply manufactured and sold at rea-
sonable prices, has enabled the settling up of a nation at the
rate of nearly fifty per cent increase of population -during
each decade. This in turu lias demaudel a network of rail
roads, and carriage by them has not as yet been reduced to
a science, which enables us to believe that rates have reached
a minimum which they will realize in the future. The manu-
facturer of lumber, bearing this in mind, must reduce the
Weight of his product to the lowest possible point, and the
trimmer became a prime necessity as an economizer, not less
than for an advantage in an æsthetic point of view. And
the old gang mill, from its original adaptation of .two saws,
hung in a cumbrous frame, upon monstrous posts which
headed in a weigh beam, made from the largest stick of
timber which the forests afforded, and footed in the miull
foundations, shaking the structure and the surrounding
country, and kepping the machinery about one-half the time
in the repair shop from its everlasting jar, has been displaced
by the neat, effective, and comparatively noiseless devices of
more modern times, developing a sawing capacity of which
the fondest anticipation of the original inventor of the idea
had not the remotest conception. The heavy weigh-beams
have disappeared, the monstrous wooden posts have given
Way to equally advantageous and strong but less ceumber-
some and more sightly iron supports, resting upon founda-
tions independent of those which support the mill frame.
The old, stiff, and full-of-friction gate lias been superseded
by oscillating slides, giving to the saws the same motion whicli
the pit sawyer seeks.to obtain in order to accomplish the most
'work with the least outlay of strength.

Time would- fail us to trace ont ail the changes which a
quarter of a century lias developed in the sawmill. Should
n Rip Van Winkle of the last century be suddenly awakened
from his long sleep, still dreaming of the last act of 'dogging
the log on his old-fashioned carriage, in the old mill, wheu
he took long naps between the cuts, and esteemed a produe.
tion of 1,000 feet per day something to brag of, and open his
eYes on the floor of a modern mill of the smallest size, he
Would truly think that the world had turne-d upside down,
and if he saw the army of men carrying off a quarter of a
niillion feot of boards per dayfron the saws of some of the
larger mille, lie would not believe the evidence of hie senses.
Allhas changed ; the water-wheel lias given place to the
steam engine ; the single small cylinder boiler, to the mon-
strous tubular or flue in large batteries ; the upright sawS
ii a gate, to the mulay and the circular; the two.saw gang, to
a forty-sEaw ; the rag-wheel, to the steam feed, adding
countless possibilities to the ability of the circular saw to ent
UP loge ; the single buzz saw, to the double edger; the rough
'nd lumber to the well trimned ; the vast piles of
Worthless slabs, to a useful article of lath and pickets ; and the
-fle sp in many ,oealities, to usefuluess in the manufac-ture of other commercial articles. The pioneer knew noth.
lug of lath and shingle manufacture ; live rols had not entered
io11ddle: gang slab cutters would have been by him pro.
flUnced an invention of the devil to feef the flames of his
us"atiable furnace. Endless chains would have had no use in

hadmill economy ; saw sharpeers and gumniers would have
h n e o value in his eyes, for lie could cut ail the lumbter

by eted to, and find plenty of time for dressing hie saws

th modern sawmill is indeed full of improvements, down
last device for sorting by machinery. The produc-
' One day, by one saw, of more lumber than was ac-

counted the work of a year in former times, is not onlv the
result of the genius of invention such as marks the s-pirit of
the age, but lias rendered possible the remarkable development
of the youigest in the sisterhoo i of nations, forming no un-
important factor ii the influence of this country among the
people of the earth. Ail hal to the modern swmill, and the
wise intelligence of nearly every man who is connected with
it, either in the production of logs from the forests or the
manuracture and sale of lumber, for each progressive step in
the march of improvement las reduced the cost of mnnufac.
turing lumber, keeping pice with the inevitable increase in the
cost of timber. due to the gradual decadence of the forests !-
Northwestern L tmbernan.

THE KANUFACTURE OF CANDLES.
It is only the history of the modern candle that is writtt, n

-the graceful, sightly, and tapering cylinder which burns with
a clear white and 1rilliant light ; that neither smokes nor
" drips;" which retains its hardnes9 in the hottest weather
which can always be handled without greasing the fingers, and
does not require snuffing. The primitive character of the
candle by which the last generation read its primers sud stu lied
its Euclid, is a curions phenomenon when viewed as the pro-
duct of unnumbered centuries of intellectual growth. The
vision is easily conjured up in the memory, of their yellow
light, their smoke, their unpleasant odor, and their, frequent
need of attention from a deft hand and the old-fashioned
snuffers.

One quarter of the nineteenth century had followed its pre.
decessors before it occurred to man that tallow candles might
be made bard enough to keep the year round without melting,
that the smoke was caused by imperfect combustion, that the
substance which hindered a perfect burning might be removed
from the fat, and that a simple metho i might be contrived to
make snutfing unnecessary. These remedies, simple as they
were, had to wait for riper scientific knowledge than even the
savants of the last century possessed. A condition precedent
was a knowledge of the nature of fats and of that energetic
display of chenical. action which we now call combustion.

The progressive steps in candle-makiig from the age of the
prinieval savage up to the nineteenth century were net many.
First, the pine knot, then the oil nuts on a skewer-which is
now the means of illunminating used by the Otaheitans and
Society Islanders, who are not far behinl the rural housewife
of not long ago, who gathered rushe-, pee.led them on one aide,
and soaked the pith in the skimmings of the bacon pot, or our
mothers, who hung a row of wicks of cotton yarn upon a stick,
and dipped the wicks into the melted tallo·v prepared only .by
the removal of the membranes, etc., in the shape of cracklings.
The operation liad to be repeated several tines, until sufficient
tallow had hardened around the wick to make a not very
shapely cylinider, the sticks being supported, white the tallow
cooled, by parallel beau poles or quilting frames. Dipping day
then was not looked forward to with pleatsure by the cleauly
housewife ; it was dirty work at best-the kitchen floor was
bonud to suffer unless the weather permitted the dipping to be
done out of doors. Forthisreason it was usually the cooler days
in the spring or fal which were chosen, so that the tallow might
harden quickly and evenly, and if the attic supply gave out in
the midst of warm weather, the grocery had to be patronized
for the crude mould candles just ioming into use. In those
days the construction of kettles specially adapted to melting
the tallow and keeping it at an even temperature, and a con-
trivance for expediting the dipping by putting the rods with
the rows of looped wicks upon a revolving rack, marked sub-
stantially ail the advance of the tallo* chandler's art. Aided
by all these appliances, a workman could dip probably three or
four thousand candles in a long day, and congratulate himself
on his luck and his skill, but in the warm weather lie had to
do the dipping in the cool of the very early moruing, and
doubtless he often wondered if the time would come when his
work could proceed in defiance of the thermometer. This
method of dipping candles for the trade came down to ourown
day. Moulds were invented in Paris, in the'eighteenth den.
tury, but it was not until the whole process of candle.makin
had undergone a change that they came into general use and
stopped the domestic manufacture. The history of tallow.
candle mîaking up to the invention of the modern method is a
curions one, because of the long time that the cru le methods
obtained, and it lias its complement in the fact that wax caudies
are still made by kneading the softeued wax to the wick with
the fingers ; the can lie is then given a symmnetrical shape by
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rolling it between marble or wooden slabs. MouldA cannot be
rsed here, because of the great shrinkage which melted war
undergoes while coo * . Doubtless the wax candles were
made in this way which Rng Alfred caused to be marked into
divlisons and shut up in his horn lantern, that by their gra-
duated burning he might apportion his hours to study, and
devotion and sleep. "Asser's Annale " preserve the great
king's directions: " He oommanded hie chaplain to mupply

wax in sufficient quantities, and he caused it to be weighed in
such a manner that when there was so much of it as would
equal the weight of seventy-two pence, he caused the chaplain
to make six candles thereof, each of equal length, so that eack
candle might have twelve divisions marked acrosa it." Each
of these divisions burned one-third of an hour, so that the six
candles lasted one day.

The discovery of gas lighting and improvements in lampe
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have donc much to curtail the manufacture of candles, but it is
yet a vast industry. An estimaté of the consumption in the
lnited States, places it at twenty-two millions pounds an-
nually. Candles are still the staple illuminating medium for
the poor of large cities, and for all classes in small towns and
villagps where there are either insufficient or no gas works.
Country hotels and taverne are large consumera, and the.pre-
ference of many people for candles over lampe, as portable
tights, keeps up a constant demand in all sectioni. Candles
likewise are the true aristocrats among illuminators, and the
renaissance in art taste, which holds no illuminating medium
to be quite eo beautiful and effective as the candle for dinner
tables, and party and ball rooms, calls for an extensive manu-
facture of fine grades, Now, it is not the beauty of the pol.
ished brass or silver candelabrum alone which makes appeal to
the æsthetic judgment,.for, except the yet imperfect electric
light, no illuminator eau give so pure and white a light as a
perfect caudle. The finest fruit of science applied to the once
homely industry is the stearic acid mould candle of to-day,
which is not only quite as handsome in appearance as the
wax candle, but burns with equal brilliancy aud purity, and
has to a great extent usurped the place of the more costly light.
The mines of the far West share with the boudoirs and salons
aud dining-rooms of the East in the consumption of the best of
these candles. A very large proportion of the finest grades
goes to Nevada, Colorado, and the other mining States and
Territories of the Pacific slope, the high temperature ot the
mines demanding a very hard and pure candle. The old
candle would be entirely useless here, for tallow melto at from
90 to 104 degrees Fah., and the temperature of the deep
mines of Nevada often reaches 120 and even 130 degrees. A
good stearic aeid caudle will withstand a temperature of from
15 to 20 degrees more than this.

To the vast manufactory of Procter & Gamble, in Cincinnati,
the most complete and extensive on this continent, we go for
our illustrations and our description of their process, for there
the most recent and most perfect of scientific and mechanical
appliances are kept at work, and the latest of scientific research.
is constantly utilized. More than ons hundred tkou rnd
candles are sent out from this factory every day, which, if
moulded into one candle, would make it eleven miles in length.
Every step of the process through which they pass, from the
time the fats are deposited into the emptying room until the
pretty cylinders, snugly packed in boxes, are sent to all parts
of the world, is full either of interest to the student or enter.
tainment to the simply curions. For the edification of the
seeker after knowledge as well as those whose curiosity interests
them in wishing to know "how to make caudles," we will give
both the scientifle and the mechanical means of candle- making.

The stearic acid candle, which is now the principal candle
of trade, represents the high-water mark of the progress in
candle-making which began fifty years ago. .Uulike its primi-
tive predecessor, the tailow dip, it is a product of scientific
atudy, and one of the many triumphs of philosophie che.
mistry.

The moveinent which effected a complets revolution in thë
induatry, and ran a rapid growth after once it was started, was
an outcome of the discoveries of M. E. Chevreul, the French
chemist, published te the world tu 1823, in his book, "Re.
cherches sur les Corps Gras, d'origine animale." lu it lies the
foundation of all our present knowledge of the chemistry of
fatty oils, and thia knowledge isa the starting point of modern
candle-making. Chevreul establiahed the sceutific fact that,
as a rule, all fatty oils, both liquid ad eolid, are neutral com-
pounds of glycerine and the socalled fatty acide. In tallow
and other candle fats, these acida arestearno and oleic. A third

,acid, called margaric, also entera in âmal proportions, but it
occupies very little attentioi. Stearic acid is a crystalline
substance, unctuous to the touch, but not greasy. It mette at
a temperature a little short of 150 degrees, and when burned
through a wick gives ont a white and clean light. Olej acid
is liquid at common temperatures, sud waa the cause of the
melting of the old tallow candles at a température 50 degrees
lower than is withstood by pure stearic acid. The glycerine
base caused them to turn yellow, and to smoke with an offen,
sive odor. The discovery of the chemical properties of these
constituent elements of candle fat led with a single step to the
fundamental idea of the improvement in candle-making ; the
oleic acid and glycerine are deleterious tg the candle, and muet
be removed ; and aIl the steps siuce taken-and they followed
hard on the heels of the first-have looked te the doing of this
in the most expeditions and cheap manner, and the perfection
of the moulding machinery. Naturally the firat processes were

chemical, but they put a great obstacle of costliness in the way
of the manufacture which almost proved fatal. - The early in-
dustry, after surmounting this difficulty by combining mechan-
ical means with chemical in separating and purifying the fats,
again came near suffering shipwreek from another cause. It
was found by the French chandlers, tn whom belongs much
credit for developing as well as originating the modern method,
that the stearic acid on cooling in the mould crystallized, au
th.e candles became unsightly, brittle, and uneven of combus-
tion. The remedy appeared to lie in breaking the grain of the
acid, ant this was done by the introduction of a powder. Un-
fortunately, white arsenic was the powder chosen, and the
reasult was so noticeably injurions to health that Chevreaul's
discoveries were brouglit into disrepute, and the early art of
stearic acid candle-making was almost annihilated. Better
study found a simple and harmless remely to lie in lowering
the temperature of the acid before pouring it into the mould,
and in heating the mould to receive it. Improvements were
also successively made in the methods of preparing the fat,
and when, finally, American ingennity was brought to bear
upon the mechanical side of the problem, a machine was
developed out of Sieur de Brez's last-century mould that has
marvelously simplified and cheapened the manufacture of
candles. The purification of the fat had doue much to im-
prove the combustion, and the smoke had been abolished ; the
fiame, too, had become much brighter and cléarer, and the
anuffing of the wick had become less necessary, for, the com-
bustion being mare perfect, the wick, whose only duty is to
conduct the eil to the filame, was more nearly consumed. A
little attention te the making of wicks soon banished the
anuffers and the snuff tray to the curiosity shops of the anti-
quaries.

The old-fashioned wicks were simply twisted. Cambaceres
conceived the plan of plaiting them, with one strand drawn
tighter than the others. In the candle the wick is kept
straight by thé hardeued fat, but, when released by the fiame,
the tightened strand draws the end of the wick over to one
side, so that it is brought in contact with the outer envelope
of the flame, where the combustion is more perfect, because of
the liberal supply of oxygen received from the air, and thus
the wick is continuously consumed. The process is helped by
steeping the wick in horacic acid, in order that a glassy bead
may be formed at the end of the wick. and drop off by its own
weight. This plan was suggested by De Milly in 1830.

Fortunately, a promenade through the factory in fancy is
attended with cousequences much less disagreeable thau the
actual walk, for all that part of the process which is scientifie-
ally the most interesting is carried amidst environments that
are not the most inviting to a visitor who is afraid of greasy
floors and unctuous vats. The moulding, polishing, and
packing, however, have picturesque phases which appeal te
even a dainty Sesthetical sense. Three processes are necessary
in the preparation of the fat for the mould. The glycerine
muat be removed, the acida must be freed (rom the new base
combined in getting rid of the old, and the solid acida must be
separated from the liquid. In the first process the principle
followed is the law in chemistry, according to which a stroug
base under favorable conditions will separate a weaker one
from ite acide by combining with the acide and taking the
place of the weaker base. The fat is thereby saponified, a soap
being formed, which is next decomposed, the fatty acida liber-
ated and then separated. lu this lest process begins the em-
ployment of mechanical instead of chemical means, for, though

rapeated dilutions would effect a more perfect separation of the
acid, tIse plan pursued is quicker, cheaper, and sufficiently
effective for the purposed desired.

The saponification of the fat is accomplished in an apparatus
called, in chandler's parlance, the " digester.". It consista of
a copper cylinder inclosed within an iron one, and a pump
arranged te force the contents of the inner cylinder from the
bottom te the top. Into this the fat, which bas been melted
out of the barrels by steam, is run and is mixed with lime and
water. The mixture is kept at a heat of 600 0 Fah. by steam
which is let into the outer cylinder at a pressure of two hun-
dred and fifty pounds to the square inch. The water, being
the heavier, iinks tothe bottom of the coppercylinder, whence
it is pumped and thrown ona perforated plate above the fat,
that it may fall through it in many litle streama. This
agitation is kept up for eight or nine hours, after which it is
found that the lime has united with the fat acids and formed
a soap, while the *ater has consorted with the dissociated
glycerine. The content of the cylinder, after being permitted
to remain at reat for a time, separate into two strata, the lime
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soap on top, the crude glycerine and water below. These are
blown off to separate vats by the power of steam. It is from
the candie factories that the enormous supply of glycerine
cone, which is now a very important article of trade. A few
years ago it was wasted ; now it ia sent to the manufacturing
chemist, who purifies it by distillation and filtration through
hone charcoal, and puts it upon the market. It is put to a
great variety of uses, many of which depend upon its peculiar
properties of non-volatility and absorption of atmospheric
moisture. Harneas makers and leather workers use it in mak.
ing leather pliable'; it is put into gas meters because it does
not freeze except at a very low temperature ; modelers keep
their clay studies moist with it ; tobacouists sweeten chewing
toba-co with it, and ladies apply it tu their hands and faces to
soften the skin. Much of it goes into the manufacture of the
terrible explosive nitro-glycerine, which is made by treating it
with a mixture of sulphurie and nitric acid, or concentrated
nitric acid. Not less thai three million two hundred thousand
pounds of glycerine are produced by the candle factories and
itilized every year in this country, and yet so late as the year

1854 it was counted as worthless, and was run off into the
sewers.

When the French chandlers first began the manufacture of
the new pro'es candles, and (or a long while after, they per-
mitted tie lime soap to becomb hard, and then ground it up
in order to dissociate the lime fromt the fat acids Now this is
doue without delay, the liquid soap being run into red.lined
vats with a propertion of sulphurie acid added. The chemical
Principle involved is the same as in the more laborious proces
of saponificat ion ; the glycerine base has been supplanted by the
lime base, and this must now be got rid of. The sulphuric
acid takes hold of the lime, formig.sulphate of lime, and the
acids float off free. In these vats, between which the paths
are narrow and the walks greasy, the liquid settles in three
Strata-the first, the fat acids, now free of their base, but still
Mingled ; th-- second, an acid water ; the third, sulphate of
lime, awaste. They a.e easily drawn off withoutmixing, and the
fat acids by washing in boiling water, are cl-aned of all traces

.if the sulphuric acid, and we are now done with the chemical
Processes, and our product is a fat which rontains the solid and
the liquid acids. If cooled, rapidly or kept agitated while cool-
Ing, the acids become so intermingled .that they cannot be
s'parated by mechanical neans, which at this stage of manu-
facture nustrepla»e the chemical, on the score of cheapness.
If the fat is cooled vry slowly, lowever, it has been found
that the solid acids will crystalliz, while the liquid acid, the
Oleic which it is desired to banish, will lie snugly ensconsed
between the crystals, to be afterward forced out by heavy pres-
sure.

The cooling of the fat is a slow process. It is run into
shallow pans, lined with enamel to prevent the acids fromn
eatinig the metal, and permitted to remain in a warm room two
OrIthree days. Thîese pans are arranged in sections, like alcoves
i a library, one row of pans underneath the other, and

each exteidinig a slight distance alternately to front or -rear
blYond tlie one above it. The hot fat is conducted over the
top of the alcove in a woodea chute, and the filling of all the
Pens down to the flor is accomplished by taking a plug from
the chute immediately over the top pan. Wheu this is full it
O''erflows at the front end by means of the slight depression
uade at-that end, 'nd the overdow is caught by the pan below,
and 80 on down to the bottorm. When the fat isbecor4e hard it is
a eake of a brown greasy mass,not unlike unrefined maplesugar.
The discoloration comes from the oleic acid, which permeates
the whole cake and can be forced from between the crystals
of the hard acids by pressure with the thumb. The cakes are
wrapped in heavy woolen cloths, piled into hydraulic pressesbetween iron plates, and the pressure applied. A dark oil
4usihes from the woolen, pours over the edge of the plates, and

%aught beneath the press to be used in soap-making. The
cakes have now been squeez cd down to less than two-thirds of
their original thickness, and the mass presents a- yellowish-White appearanice.' By brt aking it, its crystalline texture can
atili be seen despite the fact that the shape of the crystals has
been ruined by the pressure it bas undergone. They are stillBonwwhat grqasy to the touch, foa in this first pressure only

1er cent. of the oleic acid has been removed. They now
a ceed to a second pressure, this time in a horizontal press,

tween hollow iron plates that are kept hot by mteam.
w rapped in the woolen cloths, they are suspended be-

rh the plates in bags of horsehair cloth and a very heavy
h re 1a applied from the end. When the cakes issue, from

piroces they are white almost as snow, very hard and dry,

and when broken into smali particles have a flaky appearance.
The mass is now almost pure stearic acid, and is ready to be
-moulded into star or adamantine candles. Without an excep«
tion, this single hot pressing is deemed by other minufacturers
to be sufficient for their higher grades of candles, such as are
used for miniug, dining room or library, but Messrr. Procter
& Gamble have learned that by again breakiug up the cakes,
melting, panuing, and pressing inthe hot press, a much better
candle is produced, better because there is no smoke, the light
is whiter, sud consequently much stronger and the candles
last longer., These are strong points, especially where the
candles are to be used for mining or in a close room, or where
a pure, soft, white light is desirable, such as at a dinner'party
or reception.

These are the scientiflc phases through whiqb the stearic
acid candle goes; what follows it is simply the fruit of the in-
ventive faculty of our day. The visitor emerges froum dark
basement rooms, where he has been moving hetween tube and
under pipes and chutes all dripping with liquid grease, into a
room on the ground iloor. Here there is light in plenty, and
opening off one side is a vista of a room vast in extent, with
a glass roof like a hothouse, with long rows of tables separated
by narrow paths, on which, bolt upright, stand thousands of
shapely candles undergoing a brief bleaching process by sun-
light. One end of the first room is filled with vats in which
the prepared candle fat is melted, purified, sometimes colored,
and brought to the temperature requisite for moulding. Utility
is here, of course, the guiding consideration, but the group of
big and little tubs, with the men moving among them, is not
without its picturesque element. Upin the edges, and hanging
from the spouts at which the meulder fills his double-lipped
can, the candle fat has hardened in fantastie shapes, with sur-
faces of ivory-like smoothness and sheen. The floor of the
room is covered *ith moulds. In these moulds there is little
remaining of the group of tin tubes through which the domestic
candle maker, wbo had got beyond dipa a few years ago, laboý-
iously drew her wicks to fasten below with a k not, and above
by looping then over little sticks. The tubes are now fixed in
a frame having troughs along the top, into which they all
open. They end below with the shoulder of the candle, and
the moulds for the tips are the upper ends of piston rode, which,
by a rack and pinion are forced upward through the tubes to
expel the candles, and which, when at rest, fall enugly into the
shoulders. These rode are hollow, and the wicks pass contin-
uously throngh them from bobbins placed in the floor of the
frame. Care is exercised to have the fat at a temperature just
above the melting point, to heat the mould to receive it, and
immediately to cool it rapidly by forcing around the tubes a
blast of cold air, so that the fat shall not crystallize as it did in
the panning. When the candles are hard, the surplus fat in
the troughs is removed, and a few turns of a handle forces
then upward out of the moulds and into a rack placed on top
of the machine te receive them. The lower board of the re-
ceiving rack is slightly shifted, so that the edges of the open.
ings through which the caudles pss catch the shoulders of the
candies, and prevent them froma dropping back into the moulds
with the piston rode. These rode in expelling the candles
draw up with them wicks for the next pouring and in falling
back into position pull the wicks tant and into place through
the middle of the tubes. The candles in the rack are left until
the next mouldful is cold ; then the wicks are cnt by passing
a knife between the mould frame and the rack, and they are
emptied into boxes, which are mounted on trucks, and pushed
from mould to mould. Bleaching, polishing, stamping, and
packing are all that remain to be done. The first process takes
place in the adjoining room already mentioned ; a few hours of
sunlight bleaches the yellowish tinge out of the fat. Common
grades are then rubbed with cloths and packed ; better grades
are polished by a machine, into one end of which they are fed
by one womaa, while another packs them into boxes froua the
other. The process is very simple : a grooved cylinder receives
the candles froua the feeder, and after carrying them past a
revolving saw, which cuet off the butte evenly, deposits them
upon a bed plate between the rode of an endless frame with
linked eides, kept in motion by cog wheels. Over this bed
plate they roll under a revolving buffer, which gives them a
vigorous brushing troua end to enal, and gives them the beauti-
ful porcelain finish as they pasu towards the end where they
roll off into the packer'e box. Al grades are stamped with the
name of the maker, ad in some instances the trade name of
the candle, "Composite," etc. This stamp is melted inte
them by a branding iron as they pass through a small machine,
which, like the polisher, is fed by a grooved cylinder.



NEW USES FOR OLD TIM CANS.
BY A. W. ROBERTS.

I give below the result of an extended experience in the
utilization of old tin cane, such as are used by the million by
packers of fruits and other articles. These cans, after serving
their original purpose, are usually thrown into obscure cor-
ners, battered and rusty, a nuisance to -every one.

Fig. 1.-Bird-honses nade from Old Cans.

By the method given below these troublesome articles are
made useful and even ornamental, such articles as flower-pots,
hanging baskets, bird-houseg, etc., being produced by them
with little trouble or expense.

The cane were prepared in the following manner : Procuring
a large dishpan, as much asphalt was melted in it as it would
hold with safety. Into the boiling asphalt the cane were

Fig. 2.-Glue Pot.

Fig. 5.-Baller. Fig. S.-Btead Grate r

Fig. 7.-Hanging Flower-pot.

dipped ; as each can was taken out it was rolled in dry sand,
to give it a natural ground color; without the sand the effect
of the black asphalt coating would be sombre and out of keep.
ing with the color of the surroundings. To give some of these
bird-housea a still more picturesque effect, they were rolled in
the ordinary dry packing mosu used by florists and wood
mosses; also short dry twigs, smaU eenes, and burrs were
fastened on the cana. In this way ery nice effects of color

Fig. 8.--Hanging Log.

were produced. It is a well known fact that birds av4id
brilliant or artificial colors; for this reason greens, grays,
brewns, and neutral tints are best for bird-houses. Where

4 cans had been opened so that the top piece was still attached
by a small piece of metal, it was beut down so as to form a
rest for the birds when feeding their young, or a porch or rain
screen over the entrance. All these little pointe wheu carried
out gave character, variety of form, and completeness. The
different ways of fastening and suspending the bird-houses are
shown in Fig. ;. I sometimes fastened branches of vines over
the bird-houses to more thoroughly obscure them.
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Fig. 9.-Plant standard, erxnpty.

A glue-pot, a grater, a fruit gatherer, and a bailer, are shown
reapectively in Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5. The glue-pot, Fig. 2, was
made in the following manner : Selecting an empty two pound
can, enough tin was cut away to admit of an empty one pound
eau. This inner can projected one inch above the top of the
one pound can and was held in position by four wooden pegs,
which were slightly tapering, so as to bind. Holes were made
in the shoulders of the cans, through which wire bails were
fastened.

Fig. 10.-Plant Standard, filled.

Fig. 3, a bread grater, is so simple that it hardly needs de-
Wcribing. Out of a piece of one inch board a holder was shaped
on which a perforated piece of tin was fastened. This piece of
tin consists of a side o1 a fruit can flattened out. Tines were
then drawn diagonally over it for guides when punching in the
holes. The tin was laid on a piece of wood, in which a hole
had been made of the exact depth required for the uniform
projection of the burred cutters of the grater. The tin was
%hen nailed to one side of the holder and bent over in as per-

Fig. 11.-Rockery. Fig. 12.-Vase.
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feet a curve as possible to the other side, when it was again
fastened.

Fig. 4, a peach gatherer, was made by attaching a circular
piece of board to the end of a long pole and fastening to this a
can. Inside of the can there was a bag to receive the fruit
without bruising. The bag was sewn inside of the can through
a circle of small perforations. The rim of the tin was sharp-
ened, só that when pressed against the stem of thp fruit it
would cut through it.

Fig. 5 shows a liquid measure or a water baller. A hole is
made in a can two inches below the edge ; through this hole a
handle is inserted which presses against the opposite side and
is secured with a nail or screw.

Fig. 6 represents a fruit can converted into a respectable
looking flower-pot. The cap to be operated on was first dippbedl
in the hot asphalt. A piece of well-seasoned white birch bark
was eut out of the saine height as the can and sufficiently long
to reach around it. This piece of bark was so %baped that it
flared ont fron the bottom of the can, leaving consid.erable
space between the eau and the bark. This space was filled in
with hot asphalt. For ornamentation of the pots burra of the
liquid amber, black alder, and acorns were used. A hole must
always be made in the bottom of the pots for the drainage of
surplus water.

1ig. 7 is a hanging pot, planted with ferus. This was also
covered with white birch bark, fastened on the straight aides of
the can with asphalt. Three wires, by which it was suspended,
were fastened toe the rim of the can. lu using .-ans for flower-
pots or hanging baskets care should be taken to thoroughly
coat the insides and outaides with the asphalt ; this secures
the tin fron rusting.

Fig. 8, a hanging log, was made by partially telescoping
two cans together, alter the opened end had been entirely re-
moved. A section of the side of each can was (ut out, to
leave an opening for the reception of the soil and plants. The
cans were then heavily coated with asphalt, particularly where
the cans joined, so as to strengthen the joint. Barks of chest-
nut and oak trees were used for covering the cana.

Fig. 9 is a standard for plants and flowering bulbs. Having
secuted an old centre-table, two cheese-boxes of differep.t sizes
were placed one on top of the other, the smaller eue on top.
.Around the aide of the lower box fruit can flower-pots were
ranged, above these ranged another circle of pots, which stood
on top of the largest cheese-box and against the aide of the
snaller one, On top of the smallest box more pots were placed,
so that but little of the cheese boxes could be seen. Al the
pots were ornamented with burrs, cones, lichens, or barks.
The spaces left between the boxés were filled in with wood
taiosses. Around the rim of the table was nailed hooping fron
a flour barrel. The inner angle formed by the hooping and
the top of the table was pate)ed with putty. Over the entire
top of the table, the hooping, and the putty, hot asphalt was
applied with a brush. This rendered the top of the table
watertight, so that when watering the plants water could not
run on to the floor. A hole bored through the top of the table
afforded an escape for surplus water. The cheese boxes were
coated inside and outaide with asphalt, to prevent them from
warping.' The open space between the first circle of pots and
the rim cf the table was filled in with earth, on top of which
mos was lmilt up to the firet circle of pots. The plants used
were tradescantia, German ivy, English ivy, vincas, saxifraga,
hyacinthe, and calla lily.

Fig. 10 shows the complete pat standard. In hanging
baskets, pots, and standards, where the plants are planted
closely together and in a conipatilvelysmall bulk of soi], they
require fre4uent watering and occasional applications of liquid
manure. Our fowls provide us with a very fair article of
" domestie guano," fron which we make good liquid manure
of sufBcient strength by ixing one shovelful to a barrel of
water. Still there is danger in a too generous use of liquid
manure ; if too strong.or too frequently used the tender roots
of the plants are injured and the leaves begin to fai.

Fig. 11 is a fern rockery for table or Wardian case. For the
rockwork the most picturesque of rocks in fori and color were
selected. The rocks were fastened together with plaster of
Parie, which was mixed with dry colora, grays and browna pre-
dominating, As fast as the plaster was applied sand was
thrown on it. TIhe effect of the coloring and sanding of the
plaster was to destroy its whity glaring look, and to harmonize
it with the general colore of the rock work. The cans used for
the flower-pots were first wrapped in wet paper, to increase
them in size, before applying the plaster against then when
building the rock work. In a few hours the paper wrappings

had so dried that the pots were easily withdrawn, aft r which
the paper was removed and the pots put back in their places.

Fig. 12 is a vase for dried grasses and autumin leve-4, which
was constructed as follows : To the top of a broken-off lamp
standard of, glass was fastened a fruit can that had beîen pre-
viously dipped in asphalt. The outside of th- can was then
carefully covered with selected lichens and tufts of "s aling
wax moss." Shells and parts of pine cones were u.sed for
ornamentation.-Sientifie American.

rchitecture and lotiding.
IS IT ADVISABLE FOR A BUILDEE TO MANUFACIURE

IS OWN yOINERY 1
The question as to whether it is more economieal for a build-

er to buy ready-made joinery, or to manufacture it himself, is
very important, and is one on which great diversity of opinion
exists : go that we do not feel sanguine of being able to decide
in such a manner as to attach to our opinion the whole or even
any great msjority, of those who may care to diseuss the views
advanced in this article.

The question indeed is, after al], one of opinion rather than
of clearly definable fact, and yet so is it one which is regulated
by circumstances. That the question--or at least the econorn.
ical part of the question-is one more of opinion than of favt
is assured by the reason that no builder can accurately know
what his joinery work does cost him when lie manufactures it
hirself. He may indeed be able to make a pretty shrewd
guess at the cost ; but, after all, his calculation is nothing more
than a guess. We will occupy a little space by pointing out
our reasQns for urging this.

A builder buys a parcel of deals, which he int ýuds to use for
the making of joinery work, and when he has them piled in an
open manner (so that the wilid cai season themu) for some time,
he selents ont a number, and has them sawn into boards and
reared on his 'perches" to dry. Here, as a rule, we have two
elements of cost entirely lost sight of ; first, the cost incurred
by the lapse of time whilst the process of seasoning was being
conducted ; secondly, the increased value of the solected de i,
which follows by reason of the incurrence of loss arising through
the rejected deals being eventu lly employe i for purposes for
which an inferior and less valuable brand would do equally as
well.

The deals, now boards, being " perched," a pr.ecis'ly similar
costis added to the joinery work constructed from them, when
the seasoning and selecting processus bave been repeated.
Considerable labor will now have been spent upon the wood
-we, do not refer to the labor of sawing, because this w,'rk
may have been, as it,mostly is, done at a public saw-mnill, and
therefore the cost is to be reckoned (although we strongly sus-
peot that in counting the cost of an article of joinery work the
cost rarely ia accurately 'reckone)-hut the labor of piling,
selecting, removing, and repiling will have necessitated some
expenditure. It may have been 24 or 5 per cent. upon the
firet cost of the wood ; it is more likely to have b en 7 or
even 10 per cent.; howeveras in no two instances is it likelv to
have been precisely the same, it can only be guessed at roundly.

Wheu, however, the labor charges of the joiner for making
the required articles have to be formed into an item of the
cost of the production, the estimater in the generality of cases,
is in a very hopeless position. It may be argued that the
workman would willingly engage himself on piecework, but
as against this muet be placed the fact that not only has the
builder no time to spend over making a'number of special
contracta with his workmen, but there is also to be considere 1
that a builder is constantly requiring his men to leave off
their work, and undertake somte other task of immediate ne-
cessity. It also happens thatit i an exceedingly rare cirum-
stance for builders to engage their joiners on piecework term .
Thus, as a matter of fact, the cost of the labor of construetin,
joinery work is not reckoued out. It is guessed at sometimes,
and at other times, and very often, it is" lumpemt"

Thisý being the case, the data for argument as to the compara-
tive oost of home made aud bought joinery work are destroyed,
or rather are not fully furnished, and so the difficulty of coin-
parisou in this respect is very materially enhance i.

oe more item of cost may, however, be noted, and that is
that -the joiner takes ready money every week in the shape of
wages, and does not allow any discount to be deducted theri'-
frem. Of course, it is not expected that he slould ; but the
point of cost is worth noting, as we are of opinion that iu
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reckoning the cost of construction it is one of those small
items of cost which are very frequently lest sight of; a d other
items of cost present themselves as we write, of which are the
charges always necessitated by the finding of room, light,
warmth, etc., se as te enable the workman te labor, and
although taxation is trifling it is something.

Many of these items appear at first te be merely trivial ; but
collectively they represent no inconsiderable portion of the
finished article.

But we have sufficiently argued upon the impossibility of
arriving at the exact cost of the home made production. Pos-
sibly, the manufacturer, who makes and selle joinery work
wholesale, canuot-although he is continually occupying him-
self with estimating the cost of production-accurately arrive
at the cost. That he can gauge it much more accurately than
the builder will, of course be admitted.

We have then te inquire what are the probabilities, or rather
what are the certainties, Which assure us that the whole-
sale maker can produce a joinery article at a less cost than
the builder ? No doubt the most powerful help te 'the
production of cheap joinery work is an abundance of machinery
immediately applicable to the varions required purposes. For
instance, there is the steam mortising machine, which, in the
ha nds of a boy trainied te its constant working, gets through
an immense amount of work ; and there is the tenoning ma-
chine, the cross-cut circular saw, the trying-up machine, and
the heavy planing-machine, most or all of which may be found
in the workshbps of the larger jòiners, but most or the greater
pait of which are net to be found in the workshops of the
nialler or even moderate-sized builders. When the machines

are possessed by the large builders, they are rarely kept in full
work, and when workèd they are usuallyworked by men. At
the large joinery establishments, boys can be trained te the
sei vice ot particular machines, in the use of which by constant
aud undivided practice they become remarkably expeit.

Large joinery factories are, or at any rate they certainly
shoulil be, established at one of the ports.

When this event is secured, two advantages arising there-
from become apparent. The first of these is that the consider-
able expense of carrying into the country a quantity of waste
wood is avoided, insomuch that one-sixth, or possibly, all
things considered, one-fourth, of the cost of carriage of the
Wood is saved. On this had, however, sema portion of the
advantage gained is lest te the consumer by reason of the extra
rate charged ly the railway companies for carrying joinery.
At the ports there are always special parcels of stock, say
Mniddle quality stuff, which possess peculiar fitness for the
inaking of joinery work, and these parcels the watchful and in-
telligent manufacturer, being on the spot, secures. As a rule,
too, the wholesale maker eau take larger quantities of stock
than can a builder, and sone cost is saved in this respct.

One thing is quite certain, and that is that he can devote his
undivi-led attention te the economical production of the work,
Mud this is whet a builder cannont do. He has te relegate the
duty te a sort of half-foreman.

Reonomy in the production of a manufactured article, if se-
cured, is seured by the weight of a number of collective
saviaîgs, the possibility of securing which reste entirely, in the
(ase of joint ry work, with those estallishments which are con-
dîîcted upon an extensive scale, and which are situated at the
Ports.

The question of the comparative quality of the joinery work
ruade by builders, and that turned out of the large joinery face
tories need not be discussed, because the factories turn out pre-
cisely the quality which i- desired by the buyer, and this quality
l8 nu doubt in all cases regulated by the price paid for it.

Our argument is that at these large wor ks the joinery articles
cau be produced at a cheaper rate than they can be manufactured
at by the average builder, and our further contention is that,inasmuch as th- multifarious duties of a builder's business suf-ficiently occupy his attention in other branches et his calling,he will do well, for econospical as well as for other reasons, te
delegate the making of the greater part of his joinery work into
the hbdo of those who, having an abundance of machinery at
their disposa], and who, being able te devote their entire ener-
gies te its economical production, are in every respect the -best
fittd and nost likely te produce it et the cheapest possible
rate-- e Timber Trades Jrnal.

ONIt of the features of the Electrical Exhibition at the Crys-
tel Palace was a Christmas-tree, on the branches of which were
bnug Edison's incandescent lampa.

THE LATE ME. G. E. STRET.
The funeral of this distinguished architect, in Westminster

Abbey, was attended, with every sign of personal esteem, and
of regret for his death, by many of his professional brethren,
and by personages of social or official rank. Mr. George Ed-
mund Street, whose Portrait is presented in this number, was
born at Woodford, Essex, in 1824, and educated atthe Collegiate
School, Camberwell. His architectural studies were begun nuder
Mr. Owen Carter at Winchester, and completed under the late
Sir Gilbert Scott, with whom he remained five years. Like hie
master, Mr. Street adopted the Gothie style in the buildings he
designed, and the numerous essaye and lectures which hp hAs
written upon architecture have all been directed te illustrate the
history and principles and promote the progress of that style.
His principal literary efforts are " The Brick and Marble Archi-
tecture of North Italy in the Middle Ages," 1855 ; and " Some
Account of Gothie Architecture in Spain," 1865. Mr. Street
has for many years been largely engaged in the work of ereet-
ing and restoring ehurches and other ecclesiastical buildings
ail over the country. To mention only the most prominent
among his architectural works, he was the architect of the Cud.
desden Theological College, of the new chapel and school-rooms
of Uppingham College, and of new churches at Bournemouth,
Garden-street, Westminster ; St. Philip and -St. James's, O-
ford ; St. John's, Torquay ; All Saints', Clifton ; St. Saviour%
Eastbourne ; St. Margaret's, Liverpool ; sud St. Mary Magda-
leu, Paddington. Among his restorations may be noticed the
churches of Eccleshall, Wantage, Uffington, in Berks, and
Stone, in Kent, and Jesus College Chapel, Oxford- He was
also the architect of the Earl of Crawfoud and Balcarres' house
at Drnecht. Perbaps his most considerable work in church
building was the erection of the nave of Bristol Cathedral in
the Early English style. He was engaged upon the restoration
of the nave and building of a new choir in Christ Church
Cathedral. Dublin, and on building a new synod-house in con-
nection with the Cathedral for the Irish Church. But in
London, Mr. Street's reputation will mainly rest upon the
Royal Courts of Justice in the Strand, now approaching conà-
pletion. He was appointed architect for this gigantic under-
taking in 1868, after a competition in which the most famous
architects of the day, incluiling Sir Gilbert Scott and Mr. E.
M. Barry, took part. Although a great deal still requires te
be doue before the interior of the building is finished, the onter
shell is fairly complete, and the public are able te judge of the
imposing effect which the New Law Courts will present as
they ate approached.from the Strand. Mr. Street was appoint-
ed in 1850 diocesau architect te the diocese of Oxford, and he
subsequently fllled símilar poste in the dioceses of York, Ripou,
and Winchester. He was a Fellov, of the Institute of Archi-
tecte, of which he has been a Vice-President, and a, Fellow of
the Society of Antiquaries, and of other societies. In 1866 ha
was elected an Associate of the Royal Academy, and was ad-
vanced te be a Royal Academician on June 29, 1871. He was
also a member of the Imperial apd Royal Academy of the Fine
Arts at Vienna and a Ki ight of the Legion of Honour.

Qur engraving of the Portrait of Mr. Street is from a photo-
graph by Mesers. Lock and Whitfield of London, England.

TI STRENOTH OF WOODEN COLUMNS.
Somre important tests of the strength of wooden columnw,

such as are in common use in the construction of cotton and
wooleu mills, have lately been made at the instance of Mr.
Atkinson, President of the Boston Manufacturer's Mutual Fire
Insurance Company. The tests were made with the testing
machine at the Watertown Artenal The formulas in use
for computing the strength of wooden colunus are based on
tests applied te column of pine and oak of the size and length
used in actual construction. All but two were round, hollow
columns of from eight te eleven inches diameter, the two being
about nine inches square. The greatest amount of pressuré
exerted in any case was about 265,000 pounds. The tests
have disclosed frequent instances of defective boring in the
colums. The object in boring is te open an air passage
through the heart of tþe stick for the prevention of dry rot
after it is in position in the building. It is essential, of
course, that the bore should extend from end te end, but
this has net always been effected. The sticks were bored first
from one end and then from the other, and the borings have
sometimes failed te meet in the middle of the stick. Thé
tests also show that te taper the stick is a mistake, inasmuch
as it weakens the column more ihan has heretofore been es-
timated.
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IVOBY PHOTOGRAPH OR KiROMR-STAND.

By J. H. EVANS.

The present illustration, as above named, affords scope for
bringing before our readers' notice the manner and use of a
variety of tools connected with the ornamental turning lathe.
I have already described a number of tools, but the present
specimen is one in which many of them have been applied,
and, although it looks a simple thing, no fewer than five sepa-
rate parts of the apparatus were employed te produce it, viz.,
spherical slide-rest, spiral apparatus, universal cutter, oval
chuck, and drill spindle. Any amateur turner possessing these
tools as adjuncts to a good lathe, need not craye for more, and
with such can, in a shprt time, have au elabo te çollection of

IvonY PHOTOGRAPH OR MIRROR-sTAND.

pecimens. I will net dilate, however, upon what any one
to ght do, but presume that those who take sufficient interest
t a rd these subjects will be better pleaeed with the informa-

w to reproduce the ~same. Tue pillar or column does

not appear to present any difficulty with regard to the material ;
but, unless a turner has a large stobk of cut-up ivory, it is not
an easy thing te get without waste. This, again, I must leave
to the turner and his own resources, and will proceed at once
to describe the way to make a stand similar to the illustration.

The base i 4in. in diameter, and, on the extreme edge, it
will be seen, are a series of half-beads. There are 40 of them,
obtained by using the 120 circle of division, and advancing
three at each cut ; it will require what is termed the astragal
or flat-ended drill to give these beads a prominent effect, and
it is the fiat end of the drill that clears away the superfluons
material between each bead. In some cases it is preferred to
leave a point between each bead; then the pointed drill nay
þe used.

Having this row of beads eut to satisfaction, the concavr,
curve will form the next part te do. This should be turned to
the curve by hand, and the horizontal cutter will then be
necessary to eut the pattern ; a double hollow tool will be the
one to use, and must be extended sufficiently frem the centre te
allow the tool to eut the same curve as turned. It may happen
that, having been turned by hand, it will be difficult to set the
tool to exact1y the radius required ; should this be the case, it
rRust be set às near as possible, and it will be eut up to a perfect
curve with the revolution of the cutter. The division of 96
was used, cut‡ing at every hole, consequently, 96 cuts are the
natural result. We now come to the convex curve : to do this
it will be necessary te use the spherical elide-rest ; but the
turner about to copy this need not have such a tool; other
means, of which there are plenty, must be used. The present
having been, however, cut with the spherical rest, I will show
how it was done. In order to facilitate the proportions, it is
better to rough it all out first ; therefore, this curve may also
be turned by hand, prier te being finished with the rest. To
turn this curve with the cireular rest, the tangentwheel musc
be adjusted se that its centre is under the centre of the curve to
be turned ; this done, the drill-stock takes the place of the fixed
tool in the slide-rest, and in it a step-drill with four steps ;
there are 24 ente round this piece, and te do them nicely it will
take about four or five ente, and for the last eut the tool should
be taken out and set, as it naturally becomes dull after such a
deep pattern. The next part, it will be seen, is simply a small
ring of ivory, having upon it 30 beads smaller than those upoa
the base, but with a drill of similar character. The following
piece is a long concave curve : this is also ut with the hori-
zontql cutter, whieh forms the curve ; it has 30 ent& in all, as
will be seen by each one pointing te every consecutive bead.
At the top of this part the points were again eut with a very
fine-ponted cutter, in order to vary the patterns ; the nexi, and
last piece, forming the base, is turned somewhat after the shape
of a crown, and eut over the curve with the spherical slide-
rest. To effect this pattern there muet be so many eute and
the same number of divisions passed, so that the plain parts
show the same width as the ente. This pattern might be
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cut to correspond with a crown exactly ; but this is a matter
of taste, and muet be left to the operator. The base may be
now looked upon as finished, a-d it contains five separate
pieces. The parts may be screwed together or fitted with
plain fittings, but screws should always take precedence of
plain fittings, and this for very many reasons, one of which
has just come forcibly under my notice ; for one rather elabo-
rate piece of work bas come te grief through plain fittings,

from the material shrinking or the cement giving. While
being moved by the servant the body fell offand broke away
muci of the ivory. i need scarcely say how annoying this is,
and, therefore, as a preventive recommend nothing but'
screws to put any work together with.

We now come to the stem, which is cut with the aid of the
spiral afparatus, and as it is a simple specimen of this clase of
work, it forme an excellent lesson in the production of the so-
called Elizabethan twist. In setting about this part, the ivory
should be placed in a box-wood chuck of small diameter, se
that it will net in any way interfere with the working of the
apparatus. It will be seen that there are in this piece three
strands, which indicates really that there are three starting
points, and these adjustments muet be effected with the spiral
chuck, which, having a wheel of 96 teeth, must be divided into
three parts. The ivory having been turned to a p#rfect cylinder
with the slide-rest, remove the ed tool and place the drilling
instrument in the rest with a ro nd-nose drill. The wheels
used to produce the twist were- n the chuck 120, on the
arbor 36 and 60, and on the slide-r st a pinion of 24. Being
long and slender, it is not one of t e easiest part to do, and
will require great care, and as the aterial is gradually cut
away with the tool, it naturally beco es more susceptible te
vibration. In cutting spirale in ivo I would here suggest
that it is always better to let each and e ry finishing cut end
in the sane direction. I have heard many amateur turners
argue that there is no grain in ivory to matter; but this is a
great mistake, and experience would soon verify the fact th4t
there is a great deal te contend with in this respect ; therefore,
if the cute are al finished in the samd direction, it will save a
deal of trouble in fluishing off the work. As stated, there are
three different cuts in this particular stem, but as they all ter-
minate differently to each other at the bottom, to,flnish them
it muet take three consecutive tools, but the round-nose drill
will do for all to clear away the rough material ; this doue,
the sae drill may be set to a fine cutting edge, and one of the
cuts finished out with it. The neit, it will be seen, although
perhape not very distinctly, froni the nature uf the engraving,
is cut with a drill of the sanie shape but about three-hun-
dredthe larger, sud the third has two distinct hollows in the
bottom ; but bere, as in many cases, a little deviation from the
illustration will not much matter, and it is very often that,

1 having a pattern te lookat, the turner may suggest an impro-
vement in bis own mind ; however, the three spirale being
cut and finished at the bottom, it may be seen that the top of
each has been eut with a bead tool. To do this the drill-stock
muet be removed, and the universal euting frame substituted,
in whieh a bead tool the desired size is placed, and the cut-
ting-frame must be thon set to an angle to correspond as near
as possible with the pitch of the screw, or twist that is being
turned. I think I have mentioned before that in all cases i
prefer to use the universal cutter where most convenient, but
sometimes the drill is of great assistance, especially for .step
patterns ; when all the material js cut away from the centre of
such a piece of work se this, it will be, as 1 saw, subject
to much vibration, and will, in sone cases, necessitate the
support of a slender guide. There are several kinds of this
instrument ; but the one which is of most service is that which
is fitted to the front of the slide-reot, and in order to better
explain it 1 give sn engraving of the same. Thie, then,
being fixed te the rest, travels with the tool ; the consequence
being that the resistance is equal te the pressure throughout
the whole distance of the work se traversed. It will be obvions
that something et this kind is absolutely needed in long and
qlender work. It may occur to mDany of our readera that the
guide being made of steel i lkely te injure the work ; but it
does not if the correct amount of pressure and no more is
brought te bear on it. At the saine time, there is no Teason
why the rubber sh.uld not be made of ivory just where, it bears
upon the work ; but if properly used no hari will come te the
work.

[ will now leave the spiral part for anyone trying such e
thing to have a little practice, and I shouild strongly recom-
mend such to be upon boxwood, or with many failures it might
be deemed expensive. On the top of this stem I have made a

ball-and-socket joint, se that the photo or mirror, whichever
is fitted to the frame, may be placed in the muet convenient
position. With the base and stent flnished te satisfaction,
great progress may be said to have been made, and it brings us
te another clams of work-viz., that of ovalturning, and au the
fraine mountted upon this is a simple specimen, it will also form
a good sul-ject for this class of turning,and a gentle reminder of
wh it bas been before said upon the same subject. A piece of
ivory cut from a well-selected hollow will, of course, be the
hest, and this glued te a sound beechwood chuck with a metal
back nay be faced over, and the recess for picture or glass
turned out. When done se far, it muet be removed from the
chuck and reversed by the fitting on to another, where it should
also be held with glue. I will take the opportunity of referring
te the fact ff the necessity of net moving the sliding ring of
the oval chuck, and te prevent this I now add te the ring a
small set-screw, so that if it is necessary te remove the ring
for any purpose, by fixing one of the secrews the ring may
always be placed back, in its original place. When i say that
this idea was suggested te me hy se efficient an amateur
turner as General G. C. Clarke, it will be sufficient guarantee
of its efficacy. This point, then, being well looked te, there
will be no difficulty in turning the second chuck te fit the
recess turned in the ivory. To proceed with the turning and
ornamentation of the oval frame :,the first thing will be te
rough it all over, and determine the shape of the front moulding,
which for this is a simple ogee ; the pattern was cut with one
large drill of the same shape, which I made for the purpose.
There are 96 cuts, and although there is a difference between
these et the two axes, it is net very noticeable in a pattern of
this nature. We now come to the beads on the front of the
frame, and these are what we call compensated ; that is,
all the same relative distance apart. This i effected with
with the segment apparatus. There is a small a pparatus called
the " compensator" for the oval chuck, but it is rather an
expen ive tool, and I think I can explain how te effect its pur-
poses withouit its aid. The present beads, at all events, were
so doue. It is simply te set the bead tool each time with
the aid of the segment wheel, and, by a little careful testing,
the beads or hollows, whichever are being cut, may be brought
te a correct termination. So fan, then, the front of the frame
is finished, and it only remains te ornament the edge, and all
is done connected with this specimen. The pattern on this
part is what I call the honeycomb pattern, and is produced in
the following way. Have in the drillstock a sharp, clean eut-
ting, round-nose drill ; set division et 96, cut round at every
hole ; move the slide-rest to whole turns forward ; adjust the
index peg one hole forward, and cut round again ; return the
index te sane hole used et the start ; move elide-rest again
two whole turn forwards. and so on. I have a massive ivory
box cut with this pattern which is most effective, and it is a
mnost simple one to do. Itinvolves only a considerable amount
of patience. This formns a conclusion te the frame, and it only
remains te mount it on the ball of the universal joint. This
I did by fixing a cross piece of ivory on the back of the frame,
held te its place by two smlil 3crews. The whole of the back
is covered with a piece of white velvet. The stand, as finished,
makes a very pretty specimen, and is as useful as mnst things
produced as specimens of ornemental turning.

yAPANESE LACQUER.

The Japanese lacquer is laid usually upon articleseof wood,
and not upon articles of papier mach4 as many suppose. It is
p)roduce d hy the saps of the Rhus vernicifora, which is taken in
its natural state into a large wooden tub or vat, and then
etirred in the sun with a large sratula, until its excess of
watrr is evaporated. lu some cases thq varnish se produced
.unider.goes careful straining ; in others, it is inixed with sul-
phate of iron, with vermilion with red oxidd of iron, or with
indigo ; oil is sonietimes employed, likewise powdered stone.
1Ite sone inferior vernishes, a sort of peste made of rice enters
in considerable proportion. There are a dozen methods of
employing the varions varnishes, differing according te the
nature of the object to be produced. In the best lacquer nu-
merous couatings are applied, dried, and polished successively.
The first polishings are doue with a stone named ¢su shimad4
(muitable for houes), the latter by means of water and a char-
coal made from Andromeda ovalifolia, and the last with pui
verized stag's horn. All the polishings are effected by the
baud. When gold is used in smoth surface lacquera, where jt
is net to be in relief, the process is ds follow.s: The design te
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be produced is traced on a leaf of paper, which is then i eversed,
an has repeated upon the opposite aide of it the outlines and
other features of the design in a mixture of varnish and ver-
million, softened over a mild fire. This side of the paper is then
applied to the lacquer to be decorated, and the paper is rubbed
and pressed upon it by means of a small spatula of bamb 'o.

The transfer of the pattern from the paper te the lacquered
surface is further assisted by gently beating the paper down
with a small silken bag containing powdered Stone. The
paper is then peeled off, and cau be used again if desired. The
slight relief of the pattern so produced upon the lacquer is
rubbed down with *arbon polish, and the design, and that
alone, ia then lightly covered with a thin layer of quickly dry-
ing varnish. Gold, in powder, is then applied to the moist
surface by means of a camel hair pencil, if the gold pencil he
fine, and by means ct a small tube if it be comporatively
coarse and heavy. The article is then diied ftr a day in a
warm cloat t, such as is used for drying the ordinary lacquer
varnish. The design is next lightly coated with a very thin
layer of varnish, applied by means of paper ateeped in it and
passed very delicate y over the object, which is then re-dried
in the closet. The object receives further extremely light coat-
ings of varnish and subsequent polishings before it is complete.
Silver is applied in powder in the same manner. When gold
or silver is applied to desigus in relief the dttails of he process
vary considerably, but the application of the metals is effected
in aubstantially fe: saine manner. Wheu gold and silver
are applied in deaf, they are laid upon the varnished sur-
face prepared for them, sud dealt with in the usual man-
ner, the varnish acting as a " size" for the metallic leaf.
When mother of-pearl is used as an incrustation for lacquer, it
is laid on during the varnishing processes, earlier if it be thick
than if it be thin, and the final p -lishing is proceeded with
until the pearl is brought to the surface.- OÙ and Colourmon's
Journal.

HOW TO TELL GOOD PROX BAD GILDING.

It may be ascertained whether gilding is genuine or not by
the fact that on the latter a weak solution of protochloride of
cepper produces a black precipitate, which it does not on the
fotrer. In the case of gilt paper, the simplest method con-
sistas in slowly burning the paper in a briglit flame that gives
out no smoke ; in the incinerated remains of good gilt paper
there are traces of the gold left behind, which are quite per-
ceptible te the naked eye, in the shape of glittering spots while
base metal on paper oxidizes in burning, and leaves nothing•
but a lot of red spots behind. This method, however, is scarce-
]Y accurate enough ; a very much safer test is to be found in
the use of mercury, either in metallic shape or in solution of
Salta of mercury. The former test is performed by putting a
few drops of pure quicksilver on the gilt article, and either
rubbing it in or slighly heating it. If the gilding he genuine,
though ever se thin, the mercury combines itself with it, pro.
ducing white spots on the surface. This does not occur in the case
of sham gilding, and in rubbing mercury in no change of color
whatever can be noticed. Another test consista in the appli-
cation of a watery solution of nitrate of mercury. In this
case the exact opposite takes place as in the former, for
genuine gilding remains intact, while a "duffer" at once takes
a white color when brought in contact with the precipitate of
?nercury.

XisceUauLTns.

Li oE 0F STEEL RAILS.-An engineer of the Rhenish rail-
way, which bas had the longest experience in steel rails, has
iade a calculation according te which the average duration of
steel rails, when 24 trains pass overthem every day, is 30 years,
while that of iron rails, with.a traffic of 17 trains, is Il years.
Steel rails, according to this caleUlation, last four times as long
as irtn rails, although they are but one-third more expensive.

To PREVENT WooD FROM SHRINKING -Carefully con-
ducted experiments have shown that wood, well saturated with
oil, when put together, will net shriuk in the driest weather.Wvheels bave been known to run for maniy years, even te wear-
141 out the tires. Very many dollars might be saved annually
#f this practice was adopted. Boiled linseed oil is the. best for
generai use, although it is now known that crude petroleum,
On even old wheels, is of great benefit.

VARNISIT FOR IMITATING GILDING.-A very perfect imita-
tion of gilding on bras and bronze articles, it is said, may be
made by means of a varnish composed of 160 grains of gum-
lac, 40 grains' of dragon's blood, 10 grains of turmerie and
3320 erains of alcohol. The metal should he brushed with
the varnish in all directions, by means of a sponge, and then
immediately warmed over a gentle charcoal fire. The surface
at first will appear dead, but will acon resemble the finest
gilding. The varnish should be kept in well corked bottles.

A BALLOON ascent was recently maIe by MM. Duté, Poitevin,
and Du Hauvel, at the instance of the French Society of Aërial
Navigation,with the special object of studying the conditions of
formation of clouds. The observations made verified the follow.
ing provisions.-(1) Clouds are formed in the zone of mixture
of two layers of air saturated with moistare ; (2) these clouds
arise in the warm layer while they are dissolved in the cold
layer which shares in the mixture ; (3) their direction is that
of the zone of air whose temperature is the higher; (4) the
winds observed on the surface of the ground, which are merely
reaction-effects of the principal wind, may measure several
hundred metres in height, and have a different direction in
neighboring localities, while the upper current has great regu.
larity of direction and intensity.

THE TENSILE STRENGTH OF GLAss.-Traulionie gives the
tensile strength of glass at fron 2,500 te 9,000 lbs. per 'quare
inch, according te kind ; crushing strength 6,000 te 10,000
lbs. per square inch ;. transversely, by his own trials, Millville
(N. J.), flooring glass, one inch square, and one foot between
the end supports, breaks under a certain load of about 170 lbs.
consequently it is considerably stronger than granite, except
as regards crushing, in which the two are about equal. It is
suggested that glass will shortly be usedi for many purposes
where other and much inferior materials are exclusively em-
ployed. Glass may be used as water conduits te better advan.
tage than cast iron or terra cotte, as it is impervieus te mois-
ture and proof against corrosion or chemical action. It is
already considerbly in use for flooring, and it has lately been
successfully experimented with for railway aleepers under ex-
ceptionally severe conditions.

I Na recent conyprehensive paper te the Hanover Society of
Engineers and Architecta, Herr Schering makes a comparison
of various kinds of glass roofing that have been constructed,
and their cost of maintenance. The results of experience
prove that there is less risk of injury fron hail for' such roofs
than bas generally been supposed, and that by far the greatest
amount of fracture has ccurred, not through hail, but through
dead-weight, or casualities. Accordingly, in determining di-
mensions, dead.weight is primarily te ho éonsidered. Against
hàil,.a glass-thickness of 5mm. te 6mm. (1 5 in. to 1.4 in.),
with the usual-construction, may be considered quite safe ;
with thicknesies over 3mm. ( in.) no considerable damage
from hail is on record. It appears, on the other hand, that
the thickness should not be carried beyond l0mm. te l2mm.
say j in.), else (probably on account of imperfect cooling) the
glass is apt te break.

The oxyhydrogen or limelight ha net been much heard of
lately, in presence of the electrie light. If its excellent illu-
minating power has net fouind much industrial or domestic
application, this is probably due te the high price of oxygen
and the quick destruction of the matter which is made incan-
descent. A Russian naval officer, M. de Khotinsky, has been
lately tryiîig te improve the system. He has devised a lamp
in which the refractory suhstance proves much more durable.
A thin pyramidal.crayon of lime or magnesia is supported (ad-
justably) in a vertical position, with its thinner end facing the
orifice of the burner below, which surmounts two tubes, for
coal-gas and oxygen, both controlled by one stop-ock. The
two gases only mix at the mouth of the bunier. The crayon,
immersed in the flame, is successively heated fron below,
without any sudden difference of temperature occur.ag in its
different parts. The same crayon will laat fifteen days, with
daily use. The hurner consumes about 0-014 e. m.of oxy-
gen per hour, and as mqch coal.gas, giving a light equal te
about 1:5 Carcel burner. M. de Khotinsky proposes to prepare
oxygen from permenganate of potash (the Tessié de Motay pro-
cess), or by another method he is working out, and te convey
it te houses in a compressed state, each eubscriber having a
reservo:r for storage. M. Tissandier, who reports on the sys-
tem in La Nature, is unable te speak of it frein au economical
point of view, but he was highly sati-fied with the light.
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SHANNY CAUGHT BY MUSSEL,

CURIOUS CAPTURE BY AN OYSTER AND A MUSSEL.
A correspondent of Land and Water lately forwarded to the

editor of that journal a box containing a shanny and a mussel,
Which he describes as having been taken in the harbor at Looe,
Co1nwall, in exactly the position represented in the accompa.
nYing illustration. The shanny and mussel were taken by a
fisberman who was gathering mussels for bait at Looe. Mus.
sels are found in great numbers at the bottom of the harbor
there, and the fishermen use a long-handled, four pronged fork
for catching them. A boat is moored over the spot on which
the maussels are to be found, and the fork is employed to bring
them from below into the boat. lu the case in question the
halnny and-mussel were brought out as shoWn in our illustra.

tion. The fish was alive when taken, and its head firmly fixed
in the mussel. This certainly may be considered a curious
capture, and from the evidence it nay be fairly assumed that
the shanny, seeing a tempting mussel with its mouth open,
was induced to pop his head in-an operation which the mus-
sel doubtless resented by immediately closing its valves, retain-
ing the fish·in its deadly grasp.

in the same periodical some time ago was recorded an even
more extraordinary capture than the above by Mr. Frank
Buckland. - We reproduceMr. Buckland's remarks and the il.
lustration which appeared at the time :

" Some time since, when examining the famous oyster beds
at Helston, near Falmouth, Mr. Fred Hill, of Helston, was
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kind enough to accompany me and my friend Mr. Howard
Fox, of Falmouth, in our expedition. Mr. Hill mentioned to
me at the time that he had a curious specimen of a bird that
had beeu caught by an oyster. The bird and oyster had been
mounted in a case hy Idr. Vingor, of Penzance. I have re-
ceived from Mr. Hill a photograph of the event, which I have
since had engraved. The history is that a woman who selle
oysters went one morning to the Helford River and found the
bird-a common rail-quite dead, with its beak held quite
firmly by the oyster, which was still alive.

" The bird in all probability was wandering along the fore-
shore, looking for bis dinner, and the oyster-possibly left
longer by the tide than u.ual-was opening his shells waiting
the incoming water. The bungry rail, seeing something that
looked like a white and dainty bit of food, peckedt at the body
of the oyster, and probably pricked him sharply with bis beak.
The oyster then snapped his shells together as quick as a rat
trap, and the poor bird instantly became a prisoner to die (or
possibly get drowned as the tide rose) in his prison."

AN IPOIRTANT QUESTION-HOW DO Y OU BLEEP 1

One of the most important things to know about any mnn
upon whomn you are going to place any dependence, is how he
sleeps. Sleeplessness may sometimes be involuntary. There
may have been some shock to the man's nerves which bas made
him insomnolent ; but sleeplessness is more frequently volun-
tary. Men choose to push their studies or their work into
those hours when they should sleep. It does not matter for
what cause any man may do this, the mare fact ofiot sleeping
spoils bis case. He may spend his nights in the theatre, in

e study, or in the " protracted meeting." It will make no
difference ; theresult to the body m ill be the same. The sleep
was not had, and for that the man muet pay.

One man may do with a little less sleep than another ; but,
as a general iule, if you want a clerk, a lieutenant, a lawyer, a
physician, a legislator, a judge, a president or a pastor, do not
trust your interests to any man that does not take eight good
solid hours of sleep out of every 24. Whatever may be hie.
reason for it, if he does not give himself that, he will snap some
time just when you want him to be stroug.

The intellectual and moral connections of sleeping have, I
think, not been sufficiently appreciated. Men and boys have
been praised for " burning the midnight oil." Now this
"midnight oil" is a delusion and a siare. The student who is
fast asleep at Il o'clock every night, and wide awake every
morning at 7 o'clock, is goiig to surpass another student of the
same intellectual ability who goes to bed after 12 and rises
before 5. In bleep, the plate on which the picture is to be
taken is receiving its chemical preparation ; and it is plain
that that which is the best prepared will take the best picture.

Men who are the fasteat asleep when they are asleep, are the
widest awake when they are awake.

Great workers must ho great restera.
Every man who has clerks in his employ ought to know

what their sleeping habits are. The young man who is up till
2, 3 and 4 o'clock in the morning, and muet put in hie appear-
ance at the bank or store by 9 or 10 o'clock, and work all day,
cannot repeat this process many days without a certain shaki-
ness coming into hie system, which he will endeavor to steady
by some delusive stimulus. It is in this way that many a
young man begins bis course to ruin. He need not necessarily
have been in bad company. He has lost his leep ; and losing
sleep is losing strength and grace.-Ev. Da. DEEMS.

TE TAPE WORX.

Most of my readers know that the domestic pig is subject to
a disease known as " measles," in which the muscles are more
or leu filled with cysts, which render the pork unfit for food;
but I tbink few are acquainted with its cause.

Man, it is well known, is occasionally infested by a parasite
-the so-called " tape worm" (Taia solium)-which may be
described as having a tape.like body of varying lengtb, with a
differentiated "head" or scolex at one extremity.

Thia apparently single animal is in reality a colony of
mothers and daughters, the scolex being the parent of all.

This " head" is provided with a rostellum, or, as it might

be called, proboscis, encircled by a crown of hooks, below which
are the suckers; each segment a-ided to the scolex is a complete
individual containing a complicated and perfect reproductive
system.

The last segment-progloaides-which ire filled with eggs,
break off at intervals and either the eggs are set free within the
intestine of their host, when they are passed out with their
fSces, or the segments themselves are evacuated.

The tape worm feeds on thejuices of the bowel by absorbing
the nutriment through its skin, and does not appear to serions-
ly inconvenience its hast in any way. In Abyssinia tSnia
helminthosis is constant and general; ind-ed the animal is
there regarded as a sort of hygienic agent and cultivated rather
than discouraged, yet the pe>ple are healthy ; certain it is also
that wild animale, almost without exception, harbor at least
one species of tape worms as a natural condition.

But what has this ta do with "mesles ?' Now to the point.
Let us suppose one of the before-mentioned eggs taken into the
st( mach of a pig, eitJer by its eating the excrement of a person
affected or through the water or air; here it batches, not into
a tape worm, but into an animal of oval form, transparent,
contractile, in the middle of which are six stylets arranged in
pairs ; with these it cuts its way through the tissues until the
muscles are reached, when, having arrived at its destination,
it stops burrowing and surrounds itself with a sheath.

Here the stylets atrophy, a new and different crown ofhooks
is produced, and i he parasite becomes a cysticercus or vesicular
worm, the cyst being about the size of a hazal nut. This con-
stitutes " measles ;" the exhaustion or even death attendant
on tie disease is caused by the scores, bundreds, or even thon-
sands of animale boring throsgh the tissues ; once encysted
there is no further suffering or danger.

The cysticercus remains encysted for monthe or years, or
until the piece of flesh enveloping it is introduced into the
stomach of man, in which case it instantly quits its torpid
condition leaves its sheath, makes its way ta the intestine,
where, attaching itself by its suckers and hooks, it grows-or
rather reproduces-so rapidly that in a few weeks a tape worm
of several yards in length is formed, which reproduces eggs,
and so ad inftnitum-from pig to man, from man to pig.

Should the eggs be introduced into man itself or animal other
than the hog, the cysticercus penetrates the tissues in thae sme
manner, but it is " not at home," and instead of resting in the
muscles it makes its way to other organe, such as the brain,
heart, or eye, whre its presence bas caused in man several in-
stances of insanity or death. Should a piece of meat containing
a vesicular worm be eaten by a pig or animal other thau man a
toenia is developed, but it also is "nlot at home," and daes not
attain its full development.

Both eggs and cysticerci are killed by a temperature of 200>
Fah., so there is no danger in eating well-oked pork, even if
it contaius cysticerci.

To prevent hogs contrating " measles" it is only necessary
to prevent them having access, either through their food or
water, to the secretions of man, and they will not suffer.

Throughout the genus Tonia we find this dual life; for in-
stance, the cat has a tape worm, the cysticercus of which she
gets from the mouse, and the dog one which he obtiins from
the sheep.-Scientific American.

A CHARACTERISTIC OF AXMICAlf LImE.
lu the summer of 1836 a barefooted boy was on his way ta

Honesdale, Pa., walking the tow-path of the Delaware and
Hudson Canal. When four miles from Port Jervis, and still
forty miles from hie destination, ha was overtaken by a canal
boat. He was asked ta jump aboard the boat and ride, which
he did. On the boat was a Scotch family, just landed in
America, who were on their way to the Pennsylvania coal fields.
One of its members was a boy the same age of the young pe-
destrian, eleven years. A strong friendship grew up between
the two boys by the time they reached Honesdale. The Scot-h
family went on to Carbondale, the conter of the Lackawanna
coal field. The boy who had been given the ride in the boat
obtained employment on the Canal. Hie friend, the Scotch
boy, worked in the mines for a short time as mule boy. Both
he and the former barefoot boy rose in the company's service.
The Scotch boy of forty-six years ago is Thomas Dickson,
Preàident of the Delaware and Hudson Canal Company. Hie
friend, the other boy, is Col. F. Young, General Manag)r of
the conpany, and President of its Albany and Susquehanna
Railroad system.-N. Y. Sun.
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A BAD CASE 0F GLOBUS.
Dr. Myers, of Paterson, N. J., was recently surmmoned in

great haste, at midnight, to see a woman who was suffering the
mnost excruciating agonies from having swallowed a set of false
tipper teeth, sixteen in number. Several women were about
lier, who had been called in to help her. Anodynes were ad-
mainistered to relieve her temporarily. Dr. Myers then closely
scrutinized her mouth and throat, but could find no evidence
of laceration. Moreover she could swallow readily. He sug.
gested that the teeth might bave been mislaid, but this was
N-eidignantly scouted by the attendants who declared that they

had searched the house from top to botton.
A further search under the pillow failed to disclose the miss-

ing property, and the case began to look sérious, as the poor
woman declared that she could not stand it any longer, as she
felt the edge of the teeth cutting into thQ sides of her stomach.
Pinally, at the suggestion of the doctor, the inside of one of
the pillow-cases was examined, and there the teeth were found,
perfectly safe and harmless.

The patient, who had, a moment before, been suffering from
the laceration of the teeth " against the edges of her stomach,"
recovered instantly, and the doctor was promptly dismissed.-
AMedical Record.

SALT IN DIPHTHERIA.
In a paper read at the Redical Society of Victoria, Australia,

Dr. Day stated that, having for many years regarded diphtheria,
in its early stage, as a purely local affection, characterized by a
iarked tendency to take on putrefactive decomposition, he
has trusted most to the free and constant application of antisep-
tics, and when their employment has been adopted from the
first, and been combined with judicious alimentation, he has
seldom seen blood poisoning ensue. In consequence of the
great power which salt possesses in preventing the putrefactive
<tecomposition of meat and other organie matter, Dr. Day has
ofren prescribed for diphtheritie patients living far away from
raedical aid the frequent use of a gargle composed of a table.
spoonful or more of salt dissolved in a tumbler of water, giving
thildren who cannot gargle a teaspoonful or two to drink occa-
Sionally. Adulte to use the gargle as a prophylactic or pre.
'fentive, three or four times a day.

A CONFORT TO FAT PEOPLE.
No doubt, says the London Lawcet, it is unpieasant to be

excessively obese; but the morbid dread of fat which bas in
recent years become fashionable has no foundation in physio.
logical fact. Fat answers two purposes ; it acte as a non-con-
ducting envelope for the body, and protects it froi too rapid
loss of heat, and it serves as. a store of fuel. In the course of
exhausting diseases, it not unfrequently happens that the life
of a patient may be prolonged until the reserve of fat is ex.
hausted,, ánd then he dies of inanition. Fats supply the
tuaterial of the heating process on which vitality mainly de-

nde. In great excess it is inconvenient ; but the external
ying-on.of fàt is no certain measure of the internal develop-

!lent of adipose tissue ; much Jesa does a tendency to grow fat
Inply or even suggest a tendency to what is known as "fatty
degeneration." It is time to speak out on this point, as the
nost absurd notions seem to prevail. Again it is not true
that special forme of food determine fat. That is an old aud
«ploded notion. Some cganisms will make fat, let the-r be
ed on the leanest and scantiest aiid least saccharine descrip-

tions of food; while others will not be " fattened" let thetm
.eed on the most " fattening" of diets. The matter is one in
regard to which it is supremely desirable and politie to be
tiatural, adapting the food taken to the requirements of health
rather than substance. Simple food, sufficient exercise, and
gegular habits, with moderation in the use of stimulants, coin-
Pose the maxim of a safe and healthy way of life.

THE EECTIO LIGUT va. GAS IN THEATERS.
It is sidthat a marked improvement has been noticed iii
e acoustie properties of the Grand Opera House, Paris, since

ee introduction of the electric light. A layer of heated
Paes acte as a screen for sound, hence the volumes of hot

nies arising from the old gas'foot-lighte obstructed and nrarred,
soie extent, the voices of the singers. With the electric
ht, inclosed in air tight bulbs, no fumes cau be emitted,

very little heat is given off. Hence it benefits the ear
a well as the eye.

THE SHARK FISHERIES AT NEW SMYRNA, FLORIDA.
(SES NEXT eAGE.)

Our illustration represents a somewhat note i shark fishery
near New Smyrna, on the Florida cost. The sharks are
canght for the oil they afford, one sometimes gives seven or
eight gallons. Some attempts have been made to collect the
fins for exportation, but it does not pay. About $100,000
worth of fins are yearly taken to Bombay and shipped to
China. The shark fisheries are generally owned by one pr-
son, though somretim-s the party works on shares. The fit-
out consiste of boiling pots to try the liver, barrels for the
oil, a mule team, and fifteen or twenty lines. The lines are
about as large as a clothes-line, the hock being a foot long
and connected to a three-foot chain by a swivel. The sea-
son commences.the last of March or April, and at this time,
every morning at sunrise, a boat-load of negroes can be seen
rowing out towards the mouth of the river to the place where
sharks moet do congregate. The men generally keep time to
the oars with 'song and laughter, and, in fact, the business bas
more of a sporting character than falls to the lot of many. Ar-
riviug on the ground, the boats are hauled ulp, the fires started,
and the lines spread along the beach at a distance of about
200 feet from each other. They are now baited with fresh shnd
or base, and taking the coil of lins and slowly whirling the
heavy hook around his head, the "line" man steps quickly to
the edge of the water and pute the bait out beyond the breakers
into the channel that here riun close to the bank. From fmrty
to fif y feet of line ie generally thrown over, and one hundred
more kept as a reserve to play the fish, if he proves a large one.
The line is coiled near the edge and passed over a crotch of
wood and caught tightly ; this is done to all the lines. After
throwing over the decayed remains of the cateh of the previous
day to bait up the gime, the men lie on the sands and wait for
a bite, and their patience is not geuerally taxed. The shark
usually bites very softly, sometimes nosing the bait and produ-
cing a tremor in the line ; and then it is jerked up, and the
fish slowly moves off. Now the line must be allowed to run
out at lest twelve feet to give him a chance to attempt to
swallow it. Four or five negroes have it well in hand, and
wheu the leader thinks the time has come, he gives the word
asd they stop paying ont ; in a moment it is tant, and
with a yell they jerk the hook into the fibs and then the
sport commences. As he feels the cold steel the shark rushes
towards the deep water, dragging the men sometimes in knee-
dep before they can stop his headlong rush. "Now he makes
a rush to the right, stoppiug suddeuly and running right at
them ; with a hl-ap cleaving the water and showing his whole
length, and shaking his ugly maw in vain efforts to get rid of
the chain, down he comes with a terrible splash, only to find
himself deeper in the toile, as the men have taken in every inch
possible. Now, perhaps, another line is seen going out, and
two men are obliged to leave it short-han led and attend to
to that ; this gives the shark a better chanc-, and he pulls the
men fairly into lie water, suddenly slacking and sending them
all down in a heap, and as quickly starting toff again ; but the
men, finally weary of this treatment, and giving him more line,
run down the beach, dragging him through the surf to and fro,
until, half-drowued, he grows weaker, and, getting close to the
chain, they iun him, llmpping and guashing his teeth, upon the
sand. Ail but one now go to the help of the other line. The
one left takes a sharp knife-carried by all-cuts the book
out, severs the head, rips open the stomach, and soon bas
the liver out. The fins are eut off by the boys, and the
vertebr are saved for canes. The work at the end of the
day-when twenty or thirty sharks have been caught-begins
to tell, as nany of them are from twelve to fourteen feet loug,
and five or six men are needed to overpower them. The oil is
often sold as whale-oil, and males very good "dips." The
capacity of some of these sea wonders is enormous. The writer
caught one at Tortugas, Fia., that weighed about 900 lbs. It
was a. hite shark, and for a longtine had lived arounl the
slaughter-house located on the edge of'the chaunel. It took
about twenty men to get him in ultimu itely. In the stomach
was found the skull and borne of a iseer that had been thrown
over the day before, three hoofs, besid s a heterogneous mass
of old rope, seaweed, and two or three oldi tin cans that perhaps
retained soie of the meatî that htd been packed in thm. The
jaw was saved. It had eight rows of serrated teeth, and fitted
over a man's body easily. It is now in the Museum of Natural
History, Central Park. The fossil sharks of the tertiary period
grew to an enormous length, exceeding 150 feet. At Charles-
ton, S. C.,.their teeth are found buriedin vast quantities, some
measuring seven inches in length.
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